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Abstract 
Currently, TU/e campus is going through a reconstruction phase, in the process 

towards a more sustainable and compact campus. To keep up with the improvement 

pace governing the area, old buildings with poor functionality are to be upgraded. The 

Matrix building, located in the south part of the campus, is one of the old buildings 

which has a low occupancy rate and poor daylight performance. This study proposed 

a renovation plan for the Matrix building in which the daylight performance of the 

building is improved in order to increase the visual comfort of the occupants, enhance 

the space usability and decrease electricity consumption on electric lighting. Two 

quantitative methods are used to evaluate the daylight performance of the Matrix 

building. The occupants’ opinion is used through a questionnaire to distinguish the 

most effective direction of the renovation and Radiance simulation software is used to 

compare different design scenarios. 

The application of four atriums distributed over the floor plan of the Matrix 

building is proposed in which (comparing to the current design), 1) the proportion of 

daylight available to the internal area is increased considerably, 2) the daylight is 

distributed more evenly over the floor plans, 3) the visual comfort and health of the 

occupants is enhanced, 4) the more high quality space (day-lit with the view to 

outside) is available to use, 5) the dependency on electric lighting is decreased, and 6) 

the more possibilities are brought to the layout design.  

A business case is developed for the proposed design. The total cost of the 

complete renovation is estimated around 11 million Euro’s. The benefit of increasing 

the number of workplaces is €523.992 and the lecture rooms is € 182.000. Around 

€11.130 can be saved every year on electricity for electric lighting. The payback time 

of the initial investment is estimated after 14 years. By the 20
th

 year (which is the 

estimated life span of the building), 6 million positive cash flow is obtained. 
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Background 
A collaboration assignment between the Professional Doctorate in Engineering 

program at Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e) called Smart Energy 

Building & Cities (SEB&C) and Dienst Huisvesting (Real Estate department) is 

defined. It includes a smart renovation plan for the Matrix building located on the 

TU/e campus. The result of this project contributes to the sustainable development of 

the TU/e campus. 

Eindhoven University of Technology is a knowledge institute focused on future 

ambitions in internationalization, teaching, and research. In order to face upcoming 

social and educational challenges, the university has determined its future direction in 

the TU/e 2020 Strategic Plan (van Dam & Holl, 2011). In this plan, the TU/e focuses 

on three Strategic Areas which are essential for the development of a more sustainable 

society:  Energy, Smart Mobility, and Health. Part of this strategy is to transform the 

campus into a sustainable Science Park where science, technology, and business 

opportunities are merged. To facilitate such a variety of functions,  TU/e has drafted 

its Campus 2020 accommodation plan, in which a compact campus is realized where 

all the departmental and student facilities are concentrated along an elongated, car-

free,  Green Strip; a vibrant area providing a place to stay even after working hours, 

bustling with activities. Campus 2020 is an attractive place to work and learn, where 

scientists from all kinds of disciplines along with Dutch and foreign students can get 

together informally (Campus 2020, connecting knowledge).  

The buildings will be grouped alongside the Green Strip. To retain the historical 

characteristics of the campus some of the old buildings in this area will be kept and 

renovated. However, some of them will be replaced by new-build facilities by the 

specific contemporary architecture in which the campus 2020 vision is met. Every 

building will have its own, clearly recognizable entrance from the Green Strip. The 

Campus 2020 report confirmed that the entire accommodation operation is expected 

to take place between 10 to 13 years. Figure 1 depicts the Campus 2020 

accommodation plan. 

  

Compact campus 

Green Strip 

Matrix building 

 

 Connection via bridges 

 

Figure 1, Campus 2020 accommodation plan and the location of the Matrix building. 
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As it is shown in Figure 1, the Matrix building is located in the south part of the 

campus. Having its north façade facing the Green Strip, it distinguishes its location in 

the Campus. Its north façade was renovated recently (2013). However, there is no 

renovation plan yet defined for the rest of the Matrix building to keep up with the 

renovation pace governing the area.  

As a part of the social DNA
1
 of the TU/e campus, all buildings are connected via 

footbridges on the first floors (Masterplan TU/e science park, 2012). Matrix is 

surrounded and linked with four buildings; Vertigo, Helix, Metaforum, and de Hall 

through the footbridges that introduces various passenger flow in the building. 

Moreover, having a direct connection with the Metaforum building - which is 

considered as the heart of TU/e campus and central meeting place for all students - 

brings new occupancy opportunities for the building.  

This project will explore the smart renovation possibilities for the Matrix building 

in order to improve the comfort of its occupants, to enhance the use of the space and 

to contribute to the sustainable developments of the TU/e campus. 

Problem area 

Functional change & daylight performance 

The Matrix building is part of the first phase of the campus construction and was 

designed and erected in 1959 by Van Embden, an architect who designed the TU/e 

Masterplan. In the masterplan two main types of buildings are identified (Masterplan 

TU/e science park, 2012) : high-rise  and low-rise buildings. Figure 2 shows 

examples, from each typology in the TU/e campus. 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 Most of buildings on the TU/e campus are connected via footbridges on the first floor. This interconnectivity encourages the different 

campus users to meet and interact. Thus, the footbridges are defined as the social DNA of the TU/e campus in Masterplan TU/e 

Science park (2013). 

High-rise typology                             Hoofdgebouw  (1963)                                      E-hoog  (1963)                                                T-hoog  

(1965) 

Low-rise typology                             Matrix – De Hal  (1959)                                      Gaslab  (1959)                                                W-hal  

(1960) 

Figure 2, Two main typologies of buildings in the TU/e campus. 
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High-rise buildings were intended to facilitate educational purposes/functions. 

Mostly they have long rectangular plans oriented in a north-south direction. To 

perform their function they include class-rooms, offices, meeting rooms, etc. To make 

best use of the space and daylight, rooms are designed alongside the long façades and 

are connected with a long corridor. The semi-industrial “Halls” which are 

characterized with modular standardized structures, large horizontal extension, open 

plans, and the possibility of accessing daylight from the ceiling are intended to 

facilitate a laboratory function (Colenbrander et al., 2013). Low-rise buildings on the 

TU/e campus have different volumetric formations which are extensively explained in 

the TU/e master-plan report.  

As depicted in Figure 2, the Matrix building is categorized as semi-industrial hall. 

The building originally was designed to house the laboratories of the department of 

Chemistry and Chemical engineering. As a hall type, the building has a factory-based 

structure and it could be seen as a composition of two main volumes. The first volume 

located on the north side is 15 meters wide and had a height of 9 meters. The second 

volume at the south side had two floors with a maximum of 3.5 meters height each 

(Colenbrander et al., 2013).  Figure 3 shows the spatial quality of laboratories located 

at the north side of the building. During the late 1990s Matrix underwent a functional 

renovation carried out by the OD205 firm, the architectural studio of van Embden. 

After the 8 month renovation, Matrix with a total gross floor area of 7324 m
2
 and a 

63% functional floor area of 4687 m
2
 (Planon Procenter, 2013) was ready to house 

two departments: the department of the Built Environment and the department of 

Chemical Engineering & Chemistry.  

 

The building consists of four floors, two of which are for research and educational 

purposes, a basement and an installation floor. To serve and meet the requirements of 

two departments, the renovated floor plans consist of individual offices, shared 

offices, lecture rooms (in a variety of sizes), project rooms for student group work, 

meeting rooms, laboratories, and ateliers. The Dienst Interne Zaken (DIZ) 

organization is responsible for the lecture rooms in the building, so in total three 

Figure 3, The spatial quality of laboratories in Matrix building. 
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organizations use this building. Figure 4 shows the spatial quality in the renovated 

Matrix. In 2006 the building underwent a minor renovation in which a 9 meters high 

floor slab was added to a  part of the north-facing rooms which divided them into two 

floors.  

 

The Matrix building has dimensions of 39 meters wide, 82 meters long and 10 

meters high. Having such a volume enables the implementation of sky-lights on the 

ceiling to admit more daylight into the depth of the building. In Matrix, 12 sky-lights 

(four rows of three) were placed to light the north corridor of the first floor and the 

lecture rooms in between corridors. Figure 5 shows the sky-lights from the bird’s-eye 

view, while Figure 6 and Figure 7 depict the sky-lights from inside respectively in a 

corridor and a lecture room. Figure 9 shows the floor plan configurations of two 

floors which are used for research and educational purposes. 

 

Figure 4, The spatial quality of the transformed laboratories to ateliers. 

 

Figure 5, Matrix sky-lights from eye- bird view. 
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Ground  floor 

First   floor 

Working area 

Atelier 

Project rooms 

Laboratory 

Lecture room 

Atelier 

Office room 

Common room 

Meeting room 

Meeting room 

Figure 6, Skylight in the north corridor. Figure 7, Skylight in a classroom. 

Figure 8, Matrix floor plan configurations. 
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On both floors, ateliers are placed on the north side of the building making use of 

the fully glazed north facade and the sufficient amount of daylight penetrating inside 

as is shown in Figure 9. In the other orientations, the office rooms are designed 

alongside the facades and are spread out. However, not all rooms benefit from the 

same amount of daylight exposure. As shown in Figure 10 the lecture rooms on the 

first floor that are placed alongside the north corridor hardly experience any daylight. 

  

 

 

Figure 10, Daylight experience in the classroom without skylights at first floor 

on a sunny day in summer. 

Figure 9, Daylight experience in the atelier at first floor on a sunny day in 

summer. 
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Daylight experience on the ground floor is more crucial since the façade is the 

only way to bring daylight into the width of the building. This factor not only 

introduces a large dependency on artificial lighting for lighting the interiors, it also 

can be seen as a burden on the layout design. Small divisions in the middle part of the 

building result in dark rooms without any daylight or view to the  outside. To avoid 

designing such dark rooms (where function allows) interior walls have windows to 

allow entrance  of daylight. The amount of daylight penetrates over such a large 

distance is not significant. Figure 11 and Figure 12 illustrate how much daylight 

penetrates into the 20 meters width of the building on the ground floor, especially 

when there are furniture, machinery, and installations (on the ceiling) in the way. 

 

 

Figure 12, Daylight experience in the atelier at first floor in a sunny day in 

summer. 

Figure 11, Daylight experience in the working area in the middle part of the 

ground floor. 
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The health, wellbeing and performance of the building’s occupants are very much 

related to 1) the presence of sufficient daylight, its variation and its spectral 

composition and the provision to the outside view (visual comfort), 2) the perceived 

temperature and humidity (thermal comfort), 3) the air quality. Studies (Axarli & 

Tsikaloudaki , 2007; Altomonte, 2008; Altomonte, 2010; Hansen & Edmonds, 2003; 

Kerkhof, 1999; Figuerio et al., 2002) showed that in office buildings careful daylight 

design can positively influence the productivity of the employees, reduce unnecessary 

sick leave, decrease the stress level, and increase their efficiency and alertness. 

Moreover, salary costs for employees are identified as the highest investment in the 

business operation as it is depicted in Figure 13.  

The more one invests in the well-being of employees or students, the more one 

can gain in productivity, which makes it an indirect income for business. Considering 

the fact that most of people in the western countries spend 90% of their time during 

the day in buildings (Axarli & Tsikaloudaki , 2007; ISIAQ-CIB Task Group TG 42, 

2004), emphasizes the importance of the enhancement of indoor daylight strategies.  

Enhancing occupant’s health, well-being and visual comfort is not the only 

advantage of implementing daylight strategies. If carefully designed, an enhanced 

daylight strategy can also contribute to the reduction of energy consumption as long 

as it minimizes the energy use for electric lighting and prevents glare, large contrasts, 

internal reflection, and any other discomforts (thermal and acoustical). Thus, the 

quality of daylight is as important as its quantity.  

Occupancy rate 

Although Matrix currently is used by three organizations, and have a wide range 

of rooms available, many rooms are not being used often enough (Brunia and 

Steenaart, 2013). Thus, the occupancy rate is lower than desired by Diesnt 

Huisvesting. 

From a sustainability point of view, another way to evaluate the energy 

performance of buildings is to measure the energy consumption per person instead of 

per square meter. In this way the effect and the importance of the occupation is taken 

into account. That is to say, when the occupancy rate of a building is low, the 

operational costs/energy consumption per person appears to be relatively higher than 

expected. 

Figure 13, people cost vs. other costs in business operation. 
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Design agenda 

Problem definition 

Forty meters width of the Matrix building obstructs daylight penetration into the 

core of the building. Although this problem is partly solved on the first floor by 

introducing sky-lights in the roof, but the core area in the ground floor is struggling 

with poor daylight penetration. Deep spaces with low daylight penetration not only 

are unpleasant, uncomfortable, and unhealthy to work in but also dependent on 

electric lighting. The greater the depth, the higher the need for electric lighting and the 

lower the overall light and view quality. Small improvements in daylight quantity and 

quality not only can decrease the electricity consumption on artificial lighting but can 

also substantially improve productivity and health of the occupants. 

The low occupancy rate is the other problem which the Matrix building is 

struggling with. Despite the fact that the building offers a wide range of rooms 

designed for different purposes, its occupancy rate is very low. No reason is know so 

far for such a low occupancy rate. Although the average energy consumption of the 

building is not high when measured per square meter, taking into account the effect 

and the importance of the occupancy rate in energy consumption evaluation 

introduces a high energy consumption per person in the Matrix building. 

Objectives 

Sustainability by means of improving user comfort, enhancing energy efficiency, 

and studying possible cost saving opportunities has been chosen as the concept for 

this project. Figure 14 shows three aspects of sustainability and the principles that are 

covered in this project. 

Economical 

 

Cost savings 

Profits 

Property 

Environmental 

 

Energy efficiency 

Use of natural sources 

Sustainability 

Social 

 

User comfort (visual) 

Health, wellbeing 

Performance, productivity 

Figure 14, Aspects of sustainability and the principles which will be covered in this 

project. 
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The primary objectives in the process towards a more sustainable Matrix building 

are to:  

 Enhance the natural illumination of the deep floor plans, 

 Improve the occupant’s (visual) comfort and space availability
2
 by 

upgrading and introducing daylight strategies, 

 Increase the space usability (quality) in order to make it more attractive 

and well-used,  

 Implement daylight/lighting improvements in which the electricity 

consumption decrease.  

 

Program of work 

To achieve the objectives of this project, three work-packages have been defined; 

‘daylight strategies’, ‘space usability (occupancy)’, and  ‘layout design’. Each 

package includes several steps. Figure 15 depicts how the objectives will be realized 

in a smart renovation strategy for the Matrix building. Enhancing daylight strategies 

enables increasing space availability. Increasing the space availability will decrease 

the dependency on artificial lighting and improve the quality of the space which will 

increase the occupant’s visual comfort and experience. Multifunctional, well-lit 

spaces designed to meet the requirements of different activities will be more attractive 

to occupants. Thus the occupancy rate of the building will be increased and 

consequently the energy consumption per person will decrease. 

 

Methodology & tools 

In this project two quantitative research methods are used. The Matrix building’s 

daylight performance is evaluated with the help of lighting simulation software 

Radiance (Larson & Shakespeare, 2003). Radiance is an advanced lighting simulation 

and rendering package that calculates spectral radiance values and spectral irradiance 

for interior and exterior spaces considering electric lighting, day lighting, and 

reflection. It is used by researchers to  evaluate new lighting and day lighting 

                                                 
2 Space availability is defined as the percentage of warplane at height of (0.80 meters from the floor) meeting a certain minimum 

illuminance criteria (Mangkuto et al., 2012). 

Figure 15, Strategy for project objectives. 
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technologies and study visual comfort and similar qualities related to the visual 

environment.  

Moreover, a survey is conducted to ask the opinion of the Matrix building’s 

occupants about the daylighting/lighting conditions. The results of the survey are 

processed with Statistical Software SPSS (Field, 2009). 

Scope 

Two problems are described in this project - poor daylight performance and low 

occupancy rate -  and the objectives are set to solve them simultaneously.  

 

Figure 16 depicts the possible interrelation between the problems. The scope of 

this project is highlighted. Two main reasons can be identified for the low occupancy 

rate; either the building quality is low; thus occupants do not want to work in Matrix 

when they get the chance to choose location, or the building is not managed 

effectively in terms of room scheduling and space management.  

 

 

 

Figure 16, Inter-relations between two described problems. 
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The quality of buildings can be evaluated based on their spatial quality, building 

performances, and urban quality. Spatial quality refers to the configuration of the 

floor plans, and distribution of different functions and their relationships. Urban 

quality refers to the location of Matrix building on the TU/e campus, accessibility and 

its connection to other buildings. The building performance category includes all the 

comfort related criteria such as thermal comfort, air quality, acoustical comfort, and 

visual comfort.  

This project focuses on improving the visual comfort of occupants by 

implementing the most suitable daylighting strategy. In addition, a new schematic 

layout plan will be proposed. As a result of such an enhancement in comfort and 

layout configuration, the occupancy rate of the building increases. 
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2 CHAPTER 2 : METHODOLOGY
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Quantitative methods 
In order to collect quantitative data on the current situation of the Matrix building 

two different quantitative methods are used. Building performance simulation is used 

as a method by which the daylight performance of the Matrix building is evaluated by 

objective measures. Moreover, questionnaires were used to collect subjective 

measures. Building performance simulation is also used to design and evaluate 

proposed improvements of the Matrix building. 

Visual aspects/effects of light 
The main aim in lighting design is to provide adequate and high quality lighting 

for occupants to carry out visual tasks. To achieve this goal, lighting should be studied 

from both a quantitative (visual performance) and a qualitative (visual comfort) point 

of view.  

Visual performance 

One of the aspects in lighting design is the quantity of light under which 

occupants should perform tasks. Visual performance is defined by the Commission 

Internationale d’Eclairage (CIE) as ‘the speed and accuracy of performing a visual 

task which is dependent on the amount of light provided on the work place (CIE, 

1987).  

According to the NEN-EN 12464-1 (2009), the illuminance level should be above 

a certain threshold. Table 1shows the range of illuminance values, which should be 

maintained for different types of activities. However, providing appropriate light 

levels (quantity of light) is only an elementary step  in lighting design. Of equal 

importance is the quality of light. 

 

Table 1, Maintained Illuminance requirements for every performed task in Matrix according to NEN-EN 12464-1. 

Activities Maintained illuminance (lx)  

Typing, reading, data processing on computer 300 

Writing, reading, data processing on paper 500 

Filing, copying, etc. 300 

Technical drawing by computer  500 

Technical drawing by hand  750 

Laboratory work 500 

Interviewing or holding small meetings  500 

Face-to-face communication (Interviewing, lecturing, holding small 

meetings, and so on.) 
500 

Making mock up 750 

Attending lectures (looking at board, taking 

notes, etc.) 

Classrooms 300 

Lecture halls 500 
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Visual comfort  

Grondzik defined visual comfort as ‘a state of mind that expresses satisfaction 

with the visual environment’ (Grondzik, 2014). It relates to the quality of light and is 

dependent on both the amount of the light and how it is delivered to the space. Glare 

probability, color characteristics, reflections, and view to the outside are important 

aspects in providing visually comfortable spaces. In this project, the glare probability 

is studied further since it is most likely to occur and cause discomfort when the aim is 

to improve daylight harvesting in buildings. 

Glare is difficulty seeing in the presence of bright light such as direct sunlight or 

artificial light. There are two types of glare: disability glare and discomfort glare. In 

indoor environment, discomfort glare, which occurs in the presence of a bright light 

source (luminaries, windows or other bright surfaces) requires the most attention.  

 There have been a wide range of glare metrics to quantify glare discomfort such 

as Daylight Glare Index (DGI), CIE Glare Index (CGI), Visual Comfort Probability 

(VCP), Unified Glare Rating (UGR), and Daylight Glare Probability (DGP). Jakubiec 

and Reinhart (2012) analyzed and compared five mentioned glare indexes and 

concluded that DGP yields the most plausible results, as it is based on contrast and 

total vertical eye illuminance. Mangkuto et al. (2013) reached a similar conclusion. 

Therefore, this project will use Daylight Glare Probability (DGP) metric to measure 

the glare discomfort in the Matrix building.  

High Dynamic Range (HDR) luminance images were generated using Radiance 

simulation software in one hour time intervals for three discrete days during the year; 

15 December (least sun hours during the year), 15 March (moderate sun hours during 

a year), and 15 June (most sun hours during a year). Simulation was done for working 

hours between 8am and 6pm local time. Table 2 shows the value ranges for DGP in 

which glare is considered to be ‘imperceptible’, ‘perceptible’, ‘disturbing’ and 

‘intolerable’. 

 

Table 2, Glare prediction evaluation ranges for Daylight Glare Probability index (Jakubiec & Reinhart1, 2012) 

Glare perception DGP 

Imperceptible <0.30 

Perceptible 0.30 ~0.35 

Disturbing 0.35 ~0.45 

Intolerable >0.45 

 

Objective measurements - Radiance simulation 
The lighting simulation software Radiance is used to evaluate the daylight 

performance of the Matrix building. Illuminance values, daylight factors and daylight 

glare probability values are the assessment criteria which are measured and analyzed.  

For the purpose of daylight simulation, six individual rooms, as representative for 

all rooms in Matrix, have been chosen. On the first floor, a cellular office room with a 

south-facing window, a big atelier space with a fully glazed wall facing north, a 

lecture room attached to the atelier space having its window facing the atelier, and a 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Light
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sunlight
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lecture room with two rows of skylight located in the middle part of the building are 

modeled. On the ground floor, the following spaces were modeled: a big atelier space 

with a fully glazed wall facing north, an open space working area located in the 

middle part of the building, and a working area equipped with modeling tools and 

machines. Figure 17 depicts the chosen rooms and their location in the floor plans.  

 

All rooms were analyzed for illuminance distribution to evaluate the current 

daylight performance of the Matrix building. Among the six representative rooms, 

three rooms on the first floor were chosen for glare analysis: the side-lit office with a 

south-facing window, the lecture room attached and lit primarily by the atelier, and 

the big atelier space. Glare analysis was done for student and teacher/instructor 

positions in the lecture rooms and the atelier space, and for an employee position in 

the office room. All simulations were performed with daylight as the only light 

source. 

Subjective measurements- Survey 
As the special emphasis in this project concerns user comfort and the  space 

quality, a ‘Lighting condition’ survey was conducted aiming to gauge the opinion of 

the occupants on the comfort conditions in general and the visual comfort in 

particular. The questionnaire was developed based on academic research (Hygge and 

Allan Lofberg, 1996; Woo and Prasad, 2008; Gatti et al., 2012) and interviews with 

experts from the Human Technology Interaction section of the Industrial Engineering 

& Innovation Sciences department of Eindhoven University of Technology and 

Intelligent Lighting Institute (ILI). 

The results of this survey can formulate required future renovation/maintenance 

plans. The survey can be found in Appendix 1. There were three types of questions in 

1.  

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6 a 

6 b 

Figure 17, Five representative rooms for daylight simulation and their location in the floor plans.  

 

First floor: (1)  office room, (2) lecture room with skylights ,(3) lecture room  

without skylight, (4) atelier space. Ground floor: (5) atelier space, (6a – 6b) 

working area. 
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this questionnaire. First, multiple choices. Second, priority questions in which 

respondents were asked to choose a maximum of three options, rate and write them in 

the specified spaces. Third, Likert-type rating questions in which respondents were 

asked to indicate their opinion by setting one mark on the specified line of 7 cm as it 

is depicted in Figure 18. 

 

To properly analyze the Likert data, a descriptive statistics procedure was used to 

measure the central tendency of responses (Bertram, 2014; Boone & Boone, 2012). 

There are three ways to measure the central tendency: mean, median, and mode. 

According to the literature, mode is identified as the most suitable value in the 

analysis of Likert data (Harvey, 1998; Hill, 2009).  It is defined as the value which 

appears the most in the responses. In addition to central tendency of responses, 

variability of responses is an important measure, which can be expressed in terms of 

the range for the mode value.   

The questionnaire has four parts: workplace information, task information, visual 

comfort information and personal information. 

Workplace information 

In the workplace information section, respondents were asked series of questions 

about their workplace (WP). The aim was to find out, what are the most important 

physical features (comfort aspects) of a pleasant workplace, and how good or bad 

these features are in their current workplace.   

Task information 

Based on the category of their workplace (i.e., offices, atelier, lecture room, and 

laboratory), there are various types of tasks every occupant performs. Every task 

requires specific lighting conditions. Therefore, it is important to find out the most 

common task for every group of occupants to evaluate whether or not the sufficient 

illuminance level is maintained or not. 

Visual comfort information 

Visual comfort of the occupants in this survey is evaluated. For quantitative 

evaluation of lighting conditions in Matrix, a Likert-type scale is used. Three types of 

criteria are measured: daylighting level (illuminance), glare and reflection 

discomforts. For qualitative evaluation of lighting conditions in Matrix, both a Likert-

type scale and a multiple choice option are used. Two types of criteria/aspects are 

measured: lighting/daylighting preferences and view. Furthermore, to have a better 

understanding on lighting conditions, the general lighting conditions (electric and 

daylighting) and the daylight conditions are evaluated separately. 

Figure 18, Likert-type scaling line. 

Very good Very bad 

Two ways of marking 
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Results 

Objective measurements – Radiance simulation 

Computer simulations with the light simulation software package Radiance was 

used to model and simulated the existing situation of the Matrix building. 

Daylight illuminance  

For the Radiance simulation, a standard CIE overcast sky model with a horizontal 

illuminance in the unobstructed field of 10000 lx was used, as it is the dominant sky 

condition in the Netherlands. An overcast sky occurs when 90% to 100% of the sky is 

considered to be covered by clouds. 

To measure the daylight illuminance distribution in every representative room, a 

sensor mesh was made at a height of a workplace (0.75 meters). Sensors are placed 

0.5 meters apart in x and y directions and spread over every floor plan. The calculated 

average illuminance values are shown in Table 3. The working area located in the 

middle part of the ground floor receives the least amount of daylight whereas atelier 

rooms located in the first floor receive a sufficient amount of daylight (> 500 lx 

horizontally on the desk).  

 

Table 3, Illuminance measures for all representative rooms. 

Representative room Average Illuminance level 

Office room 350 lx 

Lecture room with skylight 94 lx 

Lecture room without skylight 41 lx 

Atelier - first floor 1000 lx 

Atelier - ground floor 327 lx 

Working area 
South part 330 lx 

Middle part 5 lx 

 

 

In the next step, for better illustration of illuminance distribution, the measured 

illuminance values are plotted over the floor plans of every room as colorful contour 

lines. Every color represents an illuminance value. Table 4 shows the illuminance 

contour lines for six chosen rooms in the Matrix building. With the help of 

illuminance contour lines, it can be clearly seen that along the window daylight 

illumination is very good (> 500 lx horizontally at desk height). However, the amount 

of daylight dramatically decreases when the distance from the window increases. 

Although the average daylight illuminance in office room is sufficient, the back of the 

room hardly receives any daylight. The ISO lux line of 500 lx is at a distance of about 

2 meters from the façade. 

 The large atelier space benefits from the fully glazed north-facing façade. It can 

be seen from the illuminance contour lines that even spaces which are around 9 
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meters away from the window receive 500 lx of daylight. However, the same atelier 

space on the ground floor does not perform as well as the one on the first floor and 

500 lx is experienced only within the 3 meters distance from the façade. 

 

Table 4, Illuminance contour lines plotted over floor plans of representative rooms. 

Location in the building Illuminance contour line image 

1. Office room – first floor 

 

 

2. Lecture room with skylight 

– first floor 

 

 

3. Atelier and lecture room 

with side windows to the 

atelier – first floor 
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4. Atelier and working area – 

ground floor 

 

 

 

 

Glare 

Daylight Glare Probability was the chosen metric to evaluate glare discomfort in 

Matrix. The CIE clear sky model was used for simulation since occupants are likely to 

experience discomfort glare from clear sky and direct sun.  

Three differing spaces (located on the first floor) were studied for glare analysis: a 

side-lit office with a south facing window, a large atelier space at the north façade, 

and a lecture room attached to the atelier which is day-lit primarily via the atelier (see 

Figure 19).  HDR luminance images were made for student and teacher/instructor 

positions in the lecture room and the atelier space. Student position was defined 

seated with an eye position of 1.20 meters height facing east in the atelier and west in 

the class room. Teacher position was determined stood up with eye position of 1.8 

meters height facing east in both atelier and lecture rooms. In the office room the 

position of a seated employee facing the window was analyzed. 

 

2 

1 

3 

Figure 19, The eye positions for glare analysis in the current design scenario. 
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The simulation shows that, in all three chosen rooms for every defined position a 

Daylight Glare Probability (DGP) lower than 0.30 is found. It can be concluded that 

the occupants in the Matrix building should not experience any glare discomfort. 

Appendix 3, Appendix 4, and Appendix 5 show the average DGP values for all the 

rooms. 

Figure 20 shows an example of luminance pictures generated for 15 June at 13:00 

hours for both student and teacher view position. The DGP value is 0.26 which means 

the glare probability is imperceptible.  

 

Subjective measurements - Questionnaire 

The survey was filled in by 72 different users of the building. SPSS Statistical 

Software version 20 (Field, 2009) was used for descriptive and statistical analysis. 

Descriptive analysis 

The socio-demographic variables include personal and occupation characteristics, 

shown in Appendix 3. The survey was filled out by the respondents during 19
th

 of 

March till 19
th

 April 2013.   

The  majority of the respondents were male (61%) and younger than 30 years old 

(82%). Seven different classifications of occupation were defined in the survey and 

respondents were asked to indicate under which classification their occupation falls. 

The responses show that the majority of respondents were students (47%) from the 

Built Environment department. The second and third places belong to PDEng trainees 

(25%) and PhD candidates (11%) from the Chemical Engineering and Chemistry 

Clear sky 15 June 13h0000  / Student eye position  /   DGP : 0.26 

Clear sky 15 June 13h0000  / Teacher eye position  /   DGP : 0.27 

Figure 20, HDR Luminance picture for the atelier space 

in Matrix generated for student and  teacher eye position. 
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department. The number of respondents is evenly distributed within two 

aforementioned departments. 

Most of the respondents (68%) use their workplaces less than 30 hours per week. 

This includes students from the Built Environment department, who use atelier rooms 

for only two days a week for 6 to 12 hours per day for their design courses. The rest 

of the respondents are employees, who use their workplaces between 4 to 5 days a 

week for 6 to 12 hours per day. Moreover, findings show that around 50% of the 

respondents have been working in the Matrix building for one year. This includes 

mostly students and PDEng trainees. 

Because the special emphasis of this survey is on lighting conditions in the Matrix 

building, the respondents were divided into two main groups based on the window 

size in their workplaces. The reason for this decision is twofold: first, to realize and 

take into account differences in the window size of every workplace; second, to study 

the relationship between the size of windows in workplaces and the visual comfort of 

occupants. This way two main types of workplaces were defined for the purpose of 

this study. The first type (type A), which includes atelier rooms located in the north 

orientation, has the Window to Wall Ratio (WWR) of 100%. The second type (type 

B) has 35% WWR with the daylight opening either on the wall (window) or in the 

ceiling (skylight). Office rooms, class rooms, and laboratories which are located in the 

south orientation fall into this category. Students and lecturers from the Built 

Environment department use workplace type A, and the rest of the occupants work in 

the workplace type B. 

Two groups of outliers have been identified. An outlier is defined as an 

observation in a data set which appears to be inconsistent with the remainder of that 

set of data (Ben-Gal, 2005). The first group of outliers includes two lecturers from the 

Built Environment faculty, who supervise the students in atelier spaces. These two 

lecturers fall outside the occupation and age homogeneity in the first group. 

Furthermore, two PhD candidates from the Built Environment group, who use the 

workplace with 35% WWR, are the second group of outliers. These two respondents 

disrupt the homogeneity in Department section. Therefore, according to Enderlein and 

Hawkins (1987) these outliers (5% of the participants) are deleted from the data set.   

Table 5 shows the corrected socio-demographic data. It can be seen that the two 

groups are balanced with regards to the age, gender, the occupation period, and the 

use of corrective aids.  
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  Table 5, Socio-demographic variables for two types of workplaces. 

Variables Classes 

N=72 

N = 35 N = 33 

100% WWR 

Type A 

35% WWR 

Type B 

Gender 
Female 
Male 

14 
23 

14 
21 

Age 

Under 20 
20 to 30 

30 to 40  

40 to 50 
50 or higher 

Missing 

29 

4 
1 

2 

1 

- 
25 

3 

1 
4 

2 

Occupation 

Student 

PhD candidate 
PDEng trainee 

Researcher (from independent companies) 

Lecturer 
Administration 

Technician 

35 

- 
- 

- 

- 
- 

- 

- 

9 
16 

3 

2 
1 

2 

Department 
Built Environment 

Chemical Engineering & Chemistry 

35 

- 

- 

33 

Working hours/week 

More than 40 hours/week 
Between 30 to 40 hours/week 

Less than 30 hours/week 

Missing 

- 
2 

35 

- 

6 
23 

5 

1 

Occupation period 

More than a year 

One year 

Less than a year 

Missing 

5 

30 

2 

- 

5 

20 

9 

1 

Corrective vision aids 
Always 
Sometimes 

Never 

13 
4 

20 

10 
6 

19 

 

Workplace information 

In the first question, the respondents were given eleven physical features of a 

pleasant workplace and were asked to choose a maximum of three options and rate 

them based on their own preferences. A quick scan over the results shows that from 

eleven given features, seven features got most of the votes from the occupants; 

Comfortable temperature, Window(s) for View, Good ventilation, Plenty of space, 

Window(s) for Daylight, Audio privacy, and Interior design. There is no large 

difference between the frequencies (less than 10%), andthere is no clear pattern 

among these features. Therefore, to have a better understanding about the 

respondents’ opinion on the importance of every feature, it is decided to sum up the 

frequencies of the first, second, and third priority of every physical feature together. 

    Table 6 shows all physical features of a pleasant workplace with their ratings 

split per workplace types. Comfortable temperature is the most rated feature for the 

respondents of workplace type A. Plenty of space and Window(s) to outside for 

daylight, with respectively seven and ten votes less, got the second and third place. 
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However, Window(s) to outside for the view and Good ventilation both with 14 votes, 

comes at the forth place.  

    Table 6, Total frequencies for all physical features of a pleasant workplace. 

 

Physical features of a pleasant WP 

NA = 105 NB = 99 

100% WWR 

Type A 

35%  WWR 

Type B 

Comfortable temperature 25 18 

Plenty of space 20 9 

Window(s) to outside for daylight 15 15 

Window(s) to outside for the view, (stay connected with outside) 14 21 

Good ventilation 14 20 

Audio privacy (not being heard or hearing others) 11 5 

Controllable sun shading for windows 3 1 

Automated lighting systems 3 - 

Visual privacy (not being seen or seeing others) 2 7 

Automated sun shading for windows 2 1 

Interior design (colors, carpet, decoration, etc.)  1 6 

 

 

For respondents of workplace type B having Window(s) to outside for the view has 

the highest vote. 53% of the respondents of this group are PDEng trainees from the 

Chemical Engineering & Chemistry department who use an educational room daylit 

by skylights. These occupants are working around 30 to 40 hours per week and they 

do not have any view to the outside. That can be the reason for the high rating of the 

item Window(s) to outside for view. Good ventilation with one vote less (1%) comes 

in second place. Comfortable temperature is the third most rated feature in this group.  

Respondents were asked to indicate how good or bad the above-mentioned 

physical features (comfort aspects) are for a pleasant workplace, based on the 

experience in the current workplace. For this question a Likert-type (Bertram, 2014) 

scale was used. To avoid any implications a seven centimeter continuous line was 

used to measure the answers from the very bad (rated zero) to very good (rated seven) 

scale with four as average or neutral. The outcome was rounded and entered into 

SPSS in whole centimeters. The respondents were asked to indicate their opinion by 

setting one mark on the line. 

The mode and range values for every comfort aspect in workplace types A and B 

are shown respectively in Figure 21 and Figure 22. The vertical axis shows the rating 

scale from zero to seven, and the horizontal axis shows the comfort aspects in the 

workplaces. Mode values are shown with an orange rectangular box and range is 

indicated with a bold line. 
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Figure 21, Mode and range values for every comfort aspects for Workplace type A. (1= very bad , 7=very good, 

4=average) 

Figure 22, Mode and range values for every comfort aspects for Workplace type B. (1= very bad, 7=very good, 

4=average) 
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Aspects with mode value of four or higher are considered to be (reasonably) in 

good conditions. Subsequently, mode values lower than average are in need of 

improvements. This means that Audio privacy, Visual privacy, Temperature, and 

Interior design aspects of the workplace type A are not in satisfactory condition from 

the occupants' point of view. 

As Error! Reference source not found. shows, View to the outside, Daylight and 

indow size are aspects with lower than average rate in the workplace type B. As 

explained above, the majority of the respondents of this group are PDEng trainees 

who spend between 30 to 40 hours per week in a classroom without windows to the 

outside environment. Although they have skylights in their room, the amount of 

daylight that penetrates into the room is not enough and does not contribute enough to 

the occupant’s task lighting. Furthermore, the respondents declared that the skylight 

not only does not help them to stay connected to the outside, but it also does not 

provide them with information about the weather or the time of day.  

Task information - activities 

Regarding their activities, the respondents were given ten different tasks and were 

asked to choose a maximum of three options and list them based on the task’s priority. 

There is no large difference between the frequencies and there is no clear pattern 

among these features. Therefore, for better understanding of the results, all 

frequencies for every activity have been summed up together. The total of the 

frequencies for every task in every workplace category is shown in Table 7. 

 

Table 7, The total frequencies for every activity in every workplace category. 

 

 

 

Activities 

NA = 105 NB = 91 ( 8 missing responses) 

100% WWR 

Type A 

35% WWR 

Type B 

Atelier Office Lecture room Laboratory 

Writing, reading, data processing on paper 15 11 12 2 

Typing, reading, data processing on computer 28 12 8 1 

Technical drawing by hand  10 - - - 

Technical drawing by computer  29 1 - 2 

Making mock up 6 - - - 

Filing - 1 - - 

Attending lectures (looking at board, taking notes, etc.) 3 1 17 - 

Laboratory work - - - 2 

Group work  5 - 12 - 

Face to face talking to people (Interviewing, lecturing, holding 

small meetings, etc.) 
13 2 6 1 
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Working on computer, either for technical drawing or for typing, reading, and 

data processing, are the most common tasks among all workplace categories except 

lecture rooms. In lecture rooms, attending lectures, including looking at board, taking 

notes, for example, are the most common tasks.  

Visual performance and comfort information 

With regard to the visual performance and comfort in their work places, 

respondents were asked to rate the light level in their workplaces. The general lighting 

condition (electric lighting and daylight) and the daylight conditions have been 

evaluated separately. Table  shows the occupants rating for the general lighting 

condition (electric lighting and daylight) of their workplaces. Respondents did not see 

any difference between light levels at their desk or in the room in general. Although 

the lighting condition at workplace type A is rated one level higher than at workplace 

type B, both rates are equal or above the average. Therefore, it can be concluded that 

the general lighting condition including electric lighting and daylight is good.  

 

Table 8, Ratings of the general lighting condition (artificial & daylighting) in both workplaces (1=very bad, 7=very good, 

4=average). 

 

 

Rate of general lighting (electric lighting & daylight)  

NA = 35 NB = 33 

100% WWR 

Type A 

35%  WWR 

Type B 

Mode Mode 

At desks in WP type A 5 5 

In the room in WP type A 5 5 

At desks in WP type B 4 4 

In the room in WP type B 4 4 

 

 

The ratings for the daylight conditions in every season are shown in Figure 23 for 

both types of workplaces. In general, the daylight level in the workplace type A is 

equal or above the average.  
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Figure 23, Ratings for the daylight conditions in every season in both workplaces. (1= very bad , 7=very good, 4=average) 

 

In the second series of questions in this section, respondents were asked to rate the 

glare and reflection discomforts in their workplaces. The responses of the occupants 

are shown in Table 9. Analyzing the answers revealed that the occupants in Matrix 

does not have problem regarding either glare or reflection discomforts. 

 

Table 9, Rating for glare and reflection discomfort in both workplaces. (1=never, 7=always) 

 

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

During summer at

your desk

During summer in

room

During fall/spring

at your desk

During fall/spring

in room

During winter at

your desk

During winter in

room

Mode WP type A Mode WP type B

 

 

Rate of glare for electric lighting and daylight 

NA = 35 NB = 33 

100% WWR 

Type A 

35% WWR 

Type B 

Mode Mode 

At your desk while do your paperwork for electric lighting 2 2 

At your desktop/laptop for  electric lighting 4 1 

At your tablet for  electric lighting 4 2 

At presentation screen  for  electric lighting 2 1 

At your desk while do your paperwork for daylight 3 1 

At your desktop/laptop for daylight 1 2 

At your tablet for daylight 3 2 

At presentation screen for daylight 1 2 

Rate of reflection for electric lighting and daylight   

In your work material from the ceiling 2 2 

In your work material from desktop lamp 3 2 

In your work material from daylight 3 2 

R
at

es
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For qualitative evaluation of lighting conditions in the Matrix building, both 

Likert-type scale and multiple choices were used. Two types of criteria were 

measured; electric lighting/daylight preferences and view. Therefore, respondents 

were asked to state their preferences between daylight, electric light, and the 

combination of both. The majority of respondents prefer the combination of electric 

lighting and daylight (see Table 10). Preference for daylight, with a small difference 

in votes, comes at the second place. It affirms the importance of natural light for the 

occupants of Matrix.  

  

Table 10, Lighting preferences. 

 

 

The importance of view to the outside was evaluated. As Figure 24 shows, the 

majority of the respondents believe it is very important to have a window facing to the 

outside in their workplaces.  

 

 

Figure 24, Mode ratings of the importance of view to the outside. (1= not important , 7=very important, 4=average) 

 

In the next series of questions, the respondents, whose workplaces have window 

to the outside, were asked to specify the quality of their view. The frequencies of 

responses are shown in  

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Mode WP type A Mode WP type B

Lighting preferences 

NA = 37 NB = 35 

100% WWR 

Type A 

35% WWR 

Type B 

Prefer natural light 16 43% 12 35% 

Prefer artificial 2 5% 1 3% 

Prefer combination 19 52% 21 62% 

Missing - - 1 3% 

R
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Table 11. Moreover, 40% of the respondents from the WP type A and 57% of 

respondents from WP type B, state that they have never used only daylight from 

windows or sky-lights for their tasks.  

 

Table 11, Frequencies for the quality of the view. 

 

 

The occupants of the ateliers have a window with 100% WWR facing north in 

their workplaces from which they can see three key elements of view (ground, 

horizon, and sky). In workplace type B, offices are the rooms with windows to the 

outside. The windows in offices are with 35% WWR, facing south. As explained 

above, the view in those rooms are mostly blocked with trees (5 meters distance). 

Although the option for ‘Presence of Trees’ was not included in the answers given in 

the survey at the beginning of the study, it was decided to add this option in the 

analysis because of the numbers of occupants who mentioned it themselves as being 

important. It is possible that if this option had been in the original survey, the 

frequencies of votes for this option would have been higher.  

In the last series of questions in this section, the respondents were given 

respectively ten and nine advantages and disadvantages of windows, and they were 

asked to choose the three most important ones.  

Table 12 and Table 13 show the frequencies of responses for every criteria for 

advantages and disadvantages of having a window facing outside.  

The occupants of workplace type A stated Letting you know what the weather is 

as the most important advantages of windows. View to outside comes at the second 

place of importance for those occupants while it is the first rated advantage for the 

occupants of the workplace type B.  

 

 

Characteristics of the view 

NA = 35 NB = 33 

100% WWR 

Type A 

35% WWR 

Type B 

Mainly nature 3 8 

Mainly buildings 26 3 

Missing 6 22 

Sky is visible 21 3 

Horizon is visible 15 - 

Ground is visible 27 4 

Trees are visible - 6 

Missing 4 22 
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Table 12, Advantages of windows. 

 

 

Table 13, Disadvantages of window. 

Advantages of windows 

NA = 105 NB = 99 

100% WWR 

Type A 

35%  WWR 

Type B 

Let you tell the time of day 14 13 

 Let sunshine in 12 10 

 Let you know what the weather is 23 19 

 Let in warmth 2 3 

 Let you see what is going on outside 17 8 

 Provide light for plants - - 

 A way for fresh air to enter 8 13 

 View out 19 22 

 Make room seem more spacious 6 5 

 Break monotony 3 5 

Missing 1 1 

Disadvantages of window 

NA = 105 NB = 99 

100% WWR 

Type A 

35% WWR 

Type B 

Let in too much heat in summer 20 20 

Cause glare 20 13 

Let in too much cold air in winter 10 15 

Reduce privacy 11 7 

Limit ways furniture can be placed 6 1 

 Let in outside noise 9 5 

Give too much sunlight 17 8 

Present a hazard (might brake) 1 1 

Present a hazard (person might fall) 1 2 

Missing 10 27 
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Discussion 
Radiance simulations show that on average 60% of the space in Matrix do not 

receive sufficient amount of daylight. As shown in Figure 25, the spaces in the core of 

the building, hardly receive any daylight while, the spaces next to the façade get 

benefit most from it. It can be said that ateliers and offices are placed in the right 

location on the floor plan, due to the lighting requirements of the activities taking 

place within these spaces. 

 

 

 

 

No problem is detected regarding glare and reflection discomfort in the building, 

neither in the survey nor from the glare analysis with Radiance simulation software. 

According to the survey analysis, 42% of the occupants prefer to work only with 

daylight. However, most of the respondents declared that they hardly use only natural 

light in their workplaces. It means that either the daylight level was not sufficient 

enough or that they like to work on the combination of daylight and electric lighting, 

Figure 25, Daylight performance of the Matrix building under a CIE overcast sky condition. 

Average 500 lx 

Average 300 lx 

Average 100 lx 

Average 50 lx 
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or that they work with more people in one room who have other preferences. 

Moreover, the occupant’s rate for daylight quality decreases while their workplace’s 

distance from the façade increases. The PDEng trainees, who use the lecture rooms 

with skylight on the first floor, rated daylight below average. The reason for the low 

rating can be the directionality of light, and the fact that none of the key elements of 

view (ground, horizon, and sky) are visible from the skylights. 

The daylight experience on the ground floor is more crucial because the façade is 

the only way to bring daylight into the depth of the building. These spaces are 

destined to be used as working places for the students from the Built Environment 

faculty. Taking into account the amount of daylight that reaches these areas, they are 

the least appropriate spaces for the activities taking place in the working areas. 

Unfortunately, three attempts to find occupants for these rooms have not been 

successful. Therefore, it is not possible to gauge the occupant’s opinion about the 

comfort in general and lighting/daylighting in particular. However, it can be said that 

these rooms hardly have any occupants: the very low quality of daylight and view can 

be a possible reason for this. 

The occupants of WP type A mentioned Comfortable temperature, Plenty of 

space, and Window(s) to outside for daylight as three most important physical features 

of a pleasant workplace. Rating of these three most important features, for their 

current WP, is shown in Table 14. Since the most important features of a pleasant 

workplace are rated equal or above average, it can be said that the atelier spaces are in 

reasonably good condition. However, there are three features rated below average for 

WP type A: Visual privacy, Audio privacy, and Interior design. The frequencies of 

these features are shown in Table 14 and Table 15. Discussions with some of the 

occupants revealed that audio privacy was the problem they struggled with since their 

use of  the atelier spaces.  

 

Table 14, Frequencies of the most important  physical features of a pleasant workplace and their quality rates in the current 

workplace type A by the occupants. 

 

 

 

Physical features of a pleasant WP  

NA = 105 

Ratings of the features in the current 
WP type A (100% WWR) 

(0=very bad, 7=very good, 4=average) 

Frequencies of the most 

important features 
Mode value  

(the most frequent answer) 

Comfortable temperature  25 4 

Plenty of space  20 6 

Window(s) to outside for Daylight  15 6 

 

Although Audio privacy, with 10% of the votes, has the highest importance 

amongst three features with lower than average rates, the occupation rate in hours per 

week for this workplace – less than 30 hours per week equal to two days per week – 

decreases the importance of improving this feature in the renovation. 
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Table 15, Features with the lowest quality rate in WP type A and their level of importance (frequencies of the most important 

features. 

 

 

For the occupants of the WP type B, Window(s) to outside for the view which 

helps occupants to stay connected to the outside, is the most important physical 

features of a pleasant workplace as depicted in Table 16. Having the most important 

feature rated below average in the WP type B, emphasizes the importance of 

improving this feature in the renovation plan. Good ventilation and Comfortable 

temperature come in the second and third place. According to the occupants’ rates, 

these features are reasonably in good conditions in the WP type B.  

 

Table 16, Frequencies of the most important  physical features of a pleasant workplace and their quality rates in the current 

workplace type B by the occupants. 

 

 

Window(s) to outside for daylight (15% of the votes), Window(s) to outside for 

view (21% of the vote), and Window size are the features with the lowest rate in the 

WP type B as depicted in Table 17. Window size is not stated as a separated feature in 

the physical features of the pleasant workplace list. Therefore, it was evaluated as the 

underlying factor in both features of window(s).  

 

 

 

 

Physical features of a pleasant WP  

NA = 105 

Ratings of the features in the current 

WP type A (100% WWR) 

(0=very bad, 7=very good, 4=average) 

Frequencies of the most 
important features 

Mode value  
(the most frequent answer) 

Visual privacy  2 3 

Audio privacy  11 2 

Interior design  1 3 

 

 

Physical features of a pleasant WP  

NB = 99 

Ratings of the features in the current 

WP type B (35%WWR) 

(0=very bad, 7=very good, 4=average) 

Frequencies of the most important 
features 

Mode value  
(the most frequent answer) 

Window(s) to outside for View  21 3 

Good ventilation 20 4 

Comfortable temperature  18 4 
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Table 17 the features with the lowest quality rate in WP type B and their level of importance (frequencies of the most important 

features. 

 

 

 

Physical features of a pleasant WP  

NB = 99 

Ratings of the features in the current 

WP type B (35%WWR) 

(0=very bad, 7=very good, 

4=average) 

Frequencies of the most 

important features 

Mode value  

(the most frequent answer) 

Window(s) to outside for daylight  15 2 

Window(s) to outside for the view 21 3 

Window size - 3 

   * It is not stated as a separated feature in the list, It is  evaluated as the underlying factor in both Window(s)’s features.    

 

Taking into account the occupation hours per week in WP – between 30 to 40 

hours per week equal to five days per week – highlights the importance of improving 

the Window(s) to outside for view and daylight in the renovation plan.  

Moreover, view to outside is rated as very important aspect by all the respondents. 

In addition, having a view to outside is identified by the occupants of the WP type B 

as the most important advantage of having a window. 

Comparing the votes of the features with lower than average rate in both 

workplaces, and the occupations hours, emphasizes on the priority of daylight 

performance improvement – including Window(s) to outside for daylight and view –    

over the Audio privacy.  
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4 CHAPTER 4 : NEW DESIGN
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Daylighting strategies 
For centuries, daylight was the only available source of light. Architects were 

challenged by the goal of bringing sufficient amounts of daylight into buildings. 

Windows have been used for this purpose. Applying windows alone may be adequate 

to distribute daylight to a shallow room, but bringing daylight into deep spaces such 

as the Matrix building, requires improved design strategies.  

These days, advanced daylighting strategies facilitate providing day lit, healthy, 

and energy-efficient interior spaces. Such systems aim to: redirect daylight to under-

lit spaces, improve daylighting for task illumination, improve visual comfort and 

create healthy and attractive interior space, and save electrical energy.  

There is a wide range of daylighting strategies available for different types of 

climates. Researchers Garcia Hansen & Edmonds (2003) divided innovative daylight 

systems in two groups: light guiding systems and light transporting systems. Table 18 

shows daylighting strategies which are applicable for mostly cloudy skies, as the 

dominant sky in the Netherlands. Seven criteria are defined with which strategies are 

compared.  

 

Table 18. Daylighting strategies applicable for cloudy skies adopted from (Daylight in Buildings, A source book on daylighting 

systems and components, 2000) 

Daylighting strategy 

Type Climate Location Comparison criteria 
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Daylight guiding systems 

Light shelf cloudy skies 
Façade – above 
viewing window 

D 

 

Y  

 

D D D A - 

Anidolic ceilings cloudy skies 
Façade - above 
viewing window 

- 

 

Y  

 

Y Y Y T H 

Zenith light guiding 

elements with HOEs 
cloudy skies Façade & roof - Y  Y Y Y A H 

Sun- directing glasses All climates Façade &roof D N Y Y D A H 

Atrium All climate Roof D Y Y D Y A - 

Daylight transporting systems 

Light pipe 
All climate, 
sunny skies 

Facade - - Y Y Y A H 

Solar tube 
All climate, 

sunny skies 
Roof - -  Y D Y A H 

 Y=Yes , D=Depends , N=No , T=Test phase. 
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Light guiding systems redirect natural light, either direct or diffuse,  by means of 

reflection, refraction or deflection to the core of the building up to 8 to 10 meters 

(e.g., light shelves, louvers). These systems can be implemented on the façade, and 

mostly introduce an additional component or detail to it. Such an external appearance 

may not be in line with the architectural design rules stated in TU/e Masterplan for the 

façade of buildings in the campus (Masterplan TU/e science park, 2012). The 

provided rules aim for a uniform and distinguished identity of the campus. From a 

design point of view, the TU/e Masterplan poses the impression of clear glass curtain 

walls for the building’s façade without external additions (i.e., permanent sun 

shadings, and so on). 

In contrast to light guiding systems, light transporting systems can reach distances 

further than 10 meters by means of generally channeling the direct sunlight through 

guides to be distributed to the interior (e.g., light pipes). These systems can be 

implemented on either the façade or the roof with a minor external appearance.  

The Matrix building is forty meters in depth. Bringing daylight into such a depth 

is possible either by implementing light transport systems or installing atrium. The 

results of a survey analysis has been used as the deciding factor for choosing  the most 

suitable daylighting strategy for Matrix. Having window(s) to the outside for daylight 

and view were identified as the most important aspect for the building’s occupants. 

Atriums are the only daylighting strategies that breaks the monotony of a deep space 

and bring, although limited, but a piece of outside in.  

Atrium 
Atriums are central courts within or between buildings. The inclusion of an atrium 

encourages the penetration of more of the natural environment in the form of light and 

heat into the atrium well and its adjoining spaces. The temperature and lighting levels 

in the adjoining spaces are affected by the atrium design (size, geometry, reflection 

factor of the walls, etc.) and the outside climate. Nevertheless, the proportion of 

daylight available to the internal areas would be increased compared to the traditional 

design, as shown in Figure 26. 

Three beneficial aspects of atriums are identified by (Hung, 2003): architectural, 

environmental and economic benefits. From  an architectural point of view, it 

generates a number of possibilities for the layout design. Deep or difficult shapes can 

be dealt with by including an atrium in the layout design. The implementation of 

atrium enables creating day-lit, healthy and pleasing interior spaces for the building’s 

occupants. 

Full daylight 

Partial daylight 

No daylight 

Traditional design Atrium design 
Figure 26 availability of daylight, adopted from (Hung, 2003). 
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Environmental aspects are significant. The implementation of an atrium usually 

brings along the thermal and visual comfort for the building’s occupants, which are 

essential for minimizing energy consumption in buildings. In this project, the focus 

will be on daylight distribution improvements and the visual comfort.  

In newly built buildings, the capital cost of those with an atrium is lower due to 

less usage of material and construction elements and due to the shorter construction 

time needed to complete the building. Furthermore, improving daylight distribution as 

well as enabling natural ventilation can reduce the energy cost from one-third to one-

half of that for conventional buildings. 

Design scenarios 

Configurations of atriums can be classified by four main types: centralized, semi-

enclosed, linear, and attached, as depicted in Figure 27. Every type has its own 

advantages and disadvantages. According to the occupant’s request for daylight and a 

view to the outside, the types chosen to be implemented in Matrix are centralized, and 

semi-enclosed. Because attached atriums are not bringing any view to the depth, and 

linear atriums take up a lot of space which is not desired for Dienst Huisvesting. 

The performance of atriums is very much dependent on the geometry, orientation, 

façade configuration, and well wall reflectance. In this project, three different layout 

design scenario are defined, using two types of atrium configurations, as shown in 

Figure 28. The quality of the view in every atrium type varies depending on the 

visibility of the horizon, sky, and ground. 

The first design scenario consists of a semi-enclosed atrium located in the north 

side of the floor plan facing the Green Stripe. The atrium’s walls are fully glazed. In 

this design, the atrium provides both daylight and a view to the outside, including all 

view factors (sky, horizon, and ground). The size of the atriums follows the size of the 

structure. The atrium in this design consists of nine structure modules. 

In the second design scenario, four centralized atriums, in two sizes, are 

distributed over the floor plan. The big atriums consist of two structure modules, and 

small atriums consist of one structure module. To make best use of the solar gain 

during winter, atriums have south-facing orientation. The atriums’ walls are fully 

glazed. Although the daylight performance of the centralized atriums is anticipated to 

be higher than the semi-enclosed atrium, the view quality provided by this type is 

lower since the sky is the only visible factor. However, landscaping atrium spaces and 

adding vegetation will bring the value of seeing the ground to the occupants. 

 

     Centralized                             Semi-enclosed                             Attached                                 Linear                                  

Figure 27 Four main types of atrium, adopted from (Hung, 2003). 
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Furthermore, the possibility of glare is foreseen in this design. There is a direct 

relation between the size of the atrium’s opening and the daylight distribution and 

glare. To study such an effect, a third design scenario has been defined. This design 

scenario has the same atrium configuration of the second scenario. However, the size 

of atrium’s opening, on the first floor, decreased from 100% (in the second design 

scenario) to 50%. Figure 29 shows the section of the atrium wall in the third design 

scenario. The added walls on the first floor, not only may solve the glare problem but 

also may reflect more daylight into the ground floor. 

Evaluation criteria 

To compare the new design scenarios with the current design, three main 

comparison criteria were defined: daylight performance & visual comfort, energy 

performance, and layout design criteria (Table 19). Daylight illuminance distribution 

at workplace’s height (0.75 meters) is measured in two ways: with the help of the 

colorful contour lines printed over floor plans, and with calculating the daylight 

autonomy (for the illuminance values lower or equal than 100 lx).  
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Figure 28. Layout design scenarios with two size and configuration of atriums. 

 

Figure 29, section of the atrium façade. 
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Table 19, Evaluation criteria. 
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Daylight performance and visual comfort 

 

 

Energy performance 

 

Layout configuration 

 

Illuminance 

distribution 

 

DA < 100 lx 

 

 

 

Glare 

discomfort 

 

 

View 

 

 

DA > 300 lx 

 

 

DA >  500 lx 

 

 

Divisions 

 

 

flexibility 

 

 

Atrium 

size 

 

Daylight Autonomy (DA) is defined as ‘the percentage of the year when a 

minimum illuminance threshold is met by daylight only’ by Swiss Norm SN 418911 

(Electriciens, 1989). In this project, to measure the daylight and energy performances, 

daylight autonomy is calculated for three illuminance thresholds: lower than 100 lx, 

higher than 300 lx, and higher than 500lx. Moreover, daylight autonomy is measured 

for the working hours from eight o’clock in the morning till six o’clock in the 

evening. 

The illuminance value less than 100 lx is very low. Daylight autonomy calculated 

for this threshold shows the annual percentage of working hours that the Matrix 

building hardly experience daylight. The lower the DA in this category the better the 

daylight performance of the building.  

The illuminance value higher than 300 lx is good enough for implementation of 

daylight responsive control systems. Although some energy in the form of electricity 

will be saved in this case, the building is still partly dependent on artificial lighting. In 

this category, the higher the DA, the higher the daylight performance, thus the better 

the energy performance of the building. The illuminance threshold less than 500 lx is 

sufficient enough to light the space which is being used for office tasks without using 

artificial lighting. In this category, the higher the DA, the more independent of electric 

lighting operates the building. 

Daylight Glare Probability (DGP) is used in this project to assess visual comfort 

related to the atrium’s façade. Moreover, the quality of the view is compared in the 

visual comfort section of every proposed design scenario. 

To compare the layout configuration in different design scenarios, the possibility 

of adding interior walls in order to make rooms for specific functions – divisions – the 

possibility of future changes in the occupation of the building which most probably 

will lead to changing the layout plan – flexibility – and the amount of space which 

will be lost in favor of implementing atriums – atrium size – are studied. 

The result of the comparison between three new scenarios and the current design 

is explained in the next chapter. 
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Comparing design scenarios 

Current design 

Daylight illuminance distribution is evaluated first with the help of contour lines 

plotted over the floor plans of every design scenario. It should be noted that floor 

plans are simulated without any interior walls to only evaluate the effect of adding 

atriums. The standard CIE overcast sky model was used for Radiance simulation to 

measure the daylight illuminance distribution under the worst-case sky condition. The 

overcast sky occurs when 90% to 100% of the sky is considered to be covered by 

clouds. 

Table 20 depicts the distribution of daylight in the current design on the ground 

and the first floors. Every color represents an illuminance value. As shown in the 

contour line pictures, hardly any daylight reaches the core of the building on the 

ground floor. However, the daylight penetration is better in the first floor, especially 

in  the north side where the illuminance value reaches up to the 600 lx even after 

around 12 meters distance from the façade. 

 

Table 20, Daylight illuminance distribution over the first floor (picture on the top) and the second floor (picture on the bottom) 

in current design. 

Location in the building Illuminance contour line image 
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In the next step, daylight autonomy for three illuminance values ( <= 100 lx, 

>=300 lx, and >=500 lx) are calculated. Figure 30 shows the number and the location 

of sensor points for which the daylight autonomy is measured. In the picture on the 

right hand side, the structure module of the Matrix building is shown while on the left 

hand side, the sensor points are shown with red dots placed in between every structure 

module. One sensor is places outside, to check the validity of simulation measures.  

The hourly daylight illuminance values for every sensor point at workplace height 

(0.75 meters) is simulated for working hours between 8:00 to 18:00 on working days 

over a year for the climate of Amsterdam, the Netherlands (52.3
o
N, 4.8

o
E) using the 

IWEC file (weather file generated from ASHRAE). The percentage of hours when the 

illuminance threshold limits are met is calculated for every sensor point using 

Microsoft Excel. Daylight autonomies for every sensor point are tabulated in 

Appendix 12 to Appendix 17. 

 

Table 24 shows the average daylight autonomy for the current design. According 

to the results, daylight illuminance in the Matrix building is lower than 100 lx for 

30.54% of the year. While 32.21% of the year this building can be operated only with 

daylight. The result of the glare analysis shown in Chapter 3, confirms that in current 

situation occupants do not experience glare in their workplaces. Moreover, divisions 

on the ground floor are not favorable since they will result in dark rooms. Such a 

burden on layout design makes future changes in the functionality of the building 

more difficult.  

First design scenario  

In the first proposed design scenario, which includes a big atrium in the north side 

of the Matrix building, daylight distribution is improved by 15.45 %.  Table 21 

depicts daylight illuminance distribution in this design scenario. Such an atrium 

design not only improves the daylight distribution, but also brings the view from 

outside to the occupants (including the three aspects of sky, horizon, and ground). 

However, making such a large opening introduces glare due to beam sunlight which 

would enter through clear glazing.  

Daylight Glare Probability was calculated for two scenarios – in a seated position 

– as shown in Figure 31. The CIE clear sky model was used for simulation since 

occupants are likely to experience discomfort glare from clear sky and direct sun. 

According to the glare analysis results, in big ateliers occupants will experience glare 

from morning till afternoon (see Appendix 6 and Appendix 7). 

Figure 30. The structure module of Matrix (right picture), and the location and the number of sensor points(left picture). 
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Table 21, Daylight illuminance distribution over the first floor (picture on the top) and the second floor (picture on the bottom) 

in the first proposed design scenario. 

Location in the building Illuminance contour line image 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Error! Reference source not found. and Figure 32 depict luminance picture 

enerated for 15 June at 12:00 hours for location A and B. Analysis was done for 

seated position behind desk. In location A, the GDP value is 0.6 which means the 

glare probability is intolerable. However, in location B, the DGP value is within the 

impeccable range during three studied months. 

Figure 31,two scenarios(A and B) for working view position(seated) for glare analysis in the first design scenario. 

Position A 

Position B 
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Daylight autonomies for every sensor point are tabulated in  

 

Appendix 18 to Appendix 23. Table 24 shows the average daylight autonomy for 

the first design scenario. As a result of the large opening in layout, daylight 

illuminance is improved by 15 % in compare to the current design. Moreover, Matrix 

with the proposed layout plan can be operated 46% of the time without artificial 

lighting during working hours (from 800 to 1800). Furthermore, making divisions in 

the proposed layout is not favorable since they will result in dark rooms. Such a 

burden on layout design makes future changes in the functionality of the building 

more difficult.  

Second design scenario 

The second design scenario includes four atriums distributed over the floor plan. 

Table 22 shows the daylight illuminance distribution over the floor plan with contour 

lines.  It is clear that daylight is more evenly distributed over the whole floor plan in 

both stories.  

  

Clear sky 15 June 12h0000  / working eye position  /   DGP : 0.24 

Figure 32, HDR Luminance picture for the second location in the first design scenario. 
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Figure 33, The locations and eye positions for glare analysis in the second design scenario. 

Table 22, Daylight illuminance distribution over the first floor (picture on the top) and the second floor (picture on the bottom) 

in the second proposed design scenario. 

 
Location in the building Illuminance contour line image 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Two different spaces are studied for glare analysis. In each room two eye position 

(seated for students, and stood up for teachers) as shown in Figure 33. Daylight Glare 

Probability was calculated for every eye position (see Appendix 8 and Appendix 9). 

According to the glare analysis results, in both situations the occupants will 

experience glare for couple of hours during afternoon. Figure 35 depicts luminance 

picture generated for 15 June at 12:00 hours for student position in location A. The 

GDP value is 0.43 which means the glare probability is disrupting. 

 

Lecture room located at north 
side of the atrium : location A 

 
 

Lecture room located at east 

side of the atrium : location B. 
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Concerning the view to outside, in this design sky will be visible up to 8 meters 

distance from atriums on the first floor, and up to 4 meters distance from atriums on 

the ground floor. Moreover, with the help on landscaping atrium spaces and adding 

vegetation, the view to aground will be duplicated for to the occupants. Furthermore, 

making divisions in the proposed layout is favorable. In a careful layout design, every 

room can have access to one of the atriums and benefit from the daylight and view 

offered by atriums. 

 

 

Clear sky 15 June 12:00 h  / Student eye position  /   DGP : 0.43 

Clear sky 15 June 16:00 h  / Student eye position  /   DGP : 0.63 

Figure 34, HDR Luminance picture for the location B in the second design 

scenario 

Figure 35, HDR Luminance picture for the location A in the second design 

scenario. 
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Daylight autonomies for every sensor point are tabulated in Appendix 24 to 

Appendix 29. Table 24 shows the average daylight autonomy for the second design 

scenario. Implementing four atriums distributed over the floor plan of the Matrix 

building resulted in 17 percent improvement in daylight illuminance distribution 

comparing to the current design. Moreover, such a layout design will decrease the 

dependency on artificial lighting from 67% to 47% during working hours (from 8:00 

to 18:00). 

Third design scenario  

Third design scenario has the same atrium configuration of the second scenario 

with smaller windows on the atrium’s façade. The aim was to reflect more daylight 

into the depth of the building and have more daylight on the ground floor. Table 23 

shows that, although daylight penetration on the first floor has decreased compared to 

the second design scenario with fully glazed façade, the daylight penetration on the 

ground floor is not changed.  

 

Table 23, Daylight illuminance distribution over the first floor (picture on the top) and the second floor (picture on the bottom) 

in the third proposed design scenario. 

 
Location in the building Illuminance contour line image 

  

 

  

 

 

 

Although the glare problem is a bit improved as a result of decreasing the opening size, it still will be experienced in some 

hours during afternoon (see Appendix 10 and  

Appendix 11). It should be noticed that decreasing the size of atrium’s windows 

will decrease the view to sky compare to the last design. Moreover, as it depicted in 
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Table 24, neither energy performance nor layout configurations are changed in this 

design. Daylight autonomies for every sensor point are tabulated in Appendix 30 to 

Appendix 35.  

Chosen scenario 
Table 24 shows the overall picture of comparison criteria for every design 

scenario compare to the current design of Matrix. Implementation of atrium improves 

daylight performance from 15% (in the first design scenario) to 17% (in the second 

and third design scenarios) and energy performance from 14% (in the first design 

scenario) to 20% (in the second and third design scenarios). It should be noticed that 

improvements on energy performance is compared with the current design in which, 

spaces can be used 32 percent of the time without artificial lighting. Such an energy 

saving on artificial lighting can be only achieved in the presence of daylight 

responsive control systems (including daylight sensors and dimmable lighting 

ballasts). Taking into account that such a system does not exist in the current situation 

and may be implemented in the proposed renovation plan, the savings on electricity 

consumptions would be around 46 to 53 percent in the first design scenario and in the 

second/third design scenarios accordingly. 

Comparing design scenario I to II and III, reveals superiority of design scenario II 

and III. These designs scenarios that includes four small atriums distributed over the 

floor plan, not only performs better in terms of daylight and energy but also brings 

more possibilities in layout configurations. Divisions are favorable (as divisions 

create dark room). In a careful layout design, every room can have access to one of 

the atriums and benefit from the daylight and view offered by atriums. 

Unfortunately, glare will be experienced, during some hours, in all proposed 

design scenarios. However, this problem can be solved by efficient implementation of 

shading systems. That is to say, daylight is dynamic so should be the shading systems. 

The performance of dynamic venation blinds or luminance screens governed by the 

climatic conditions, make it ideal for enhancing visual comfort of the occupants by 

preventing glare when it occurs while substantial energy savings are to be maintained 

(Selkowitz and Lee, 1998).   

It should be noted that energy savings are only possible when daylight responsive 

control systems are implemented. Daylight responsive lighting controls are photo-

sensors that assess the amount and quality of natural daylight in a particular space. 

When natural light is sufficient, artificial lighting can then be deemed. The integration 

of daylight and artificial lighting is the most efficient way to meet the requirements of 

illuminance needed for the work place and energy savings (Daylight in Buildings, A 

source book on daylighting systems and components, 2000).  

Taking into account that in scenario III the quality of the view decreases as a 

result of small windows, distinguishes design scenario II as the most advantageous 

design for Matrix building. In this design, with the help of dynamic venation blinds or 

luminance screens the glare problem will be solved while view to outside is 

maintained, the electricity consumption on artificial lighting will decrease up to 52 

percent, the daylight performance of Matrix will improve by 17 percent, and layout 

design will be easy and the use of space in Matrix will be optimized.  
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Table 24, Evaluation of the  daylight performance, the energy performance, and the layout configuration in all proposed design 

scenarios.  

 

 

 

Layout configuration 

Among three different proposed design scenarios, the design with four atriums 

distributed over the floor plan in which atrium has fully glazed façade is chosen as the 

most advantageous design. In this design compare to the current design of Matrix, 

daylight performance is improved by 17 percent, dependency on artificial lighting is 

decreased by 52 percent. Moreover, this design offers increased flexibility regarding 

the layout design On the one hand, an open and flexible floor plan equipped with 

furniture and fittings that can be used for different purposes can be introduced. On the 
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other hand, where needed, careful divisions can be made in such a way that every 

room maintains access to the atrium.  

In the new design rooms with different functionalities are placed on the floor 

plans taking into account the lighting requirements of the activities which will be 

taking places in these rooms and the daylight illuminance on the work plane height 

(0.75 meters). The big laboratory on the north side of Matrix is taken out in the new 

plan because it is rarely used (16% occupancy rate) while it receives the highest 

daylight illuminance level without any risk of glare, have an open view to the Green 

Strip. To make best use of the aforementioned advantageous of the space, it is 

suggested to use it as the main entrance area in which lobby and cantina will be 

included. The whole two floor height of the building is used to make use of its 

strategic location. People who are using the bridge from Matrix to Metaforum or vice 

versa, will have a view to the cantina and the social events which may take place in 

the lobby such as exhibitions, etc.  

Figure 36 depicts the allocation of spaces to functions in the new design.  

  

Figure 36, new design allocation of functions. 

First floor 

Ground floor 
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    The passenger flows (corridors) in the building are kept as it is, so do the atelier 

spaces. Receiving the highest illuminance level without the risk of glare and makes 

this location in the floor plan ideal for the activities (drawing with hand, drawing with 

computer, making mockups, etc.) taking place in ateliers. Moreover, the time that 

students spend in design atelier is usually around 3 to 4 hours. Taking into account 

that they often stay in the atelier after the workshop to finish their design or making 

mockups, students may spend most of their day time in these rooms. In this situation, 

have a nice view to the Green Stripe may help them to stay connected to outside.  

 It should be noted that this space can be seen from the Green Stripe as well. 

Passengers can see the architect students who are busy with making sketched, 

designing, and making 3D models and this transparency can be interesting for them. 

In open layout design, these area can be specified for the flexible working area for 

students for individual or group work.  

Office rooms are allocated all around the façade where there is sufficient amount 

of daylight and a view to the outside. Lecture rooms are designed around the atriums. 

That is due to the fact that the view to outside and daylight are not as good as the 

other places – especially on the ground floor – but sufficient enough for the occupants 

of the lecture rooms since they will use the rooms for a lecture length. The number of 

lecture rooms in compare to the current design is increased, to house the increased 

number of international students, and bachelor colleagues envisioned in TU/e 

Strategic plan (van Dam and Holl, 2011). 

There are two staircases and lavatories, one placed towards north, the other one 

located towards south for the easy access from everywhere in the floor plan. Figure 37 

and Figure 38 show a proposed schematic layout configuration for the chosen design.  
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Figure 37, Schematic layout configuration for the chosen design (ground floor). 
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Figure 38, Schematic layout configuration for the chosen design.(first floor). 
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6 CHAPTER 6 : BUSINESS CASE 
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Executive summary  
The Matrix building’s design is not optimal for its current functionality. The 

building is facing two critical problems: the mismatch between the initial design of 

the building and its new (current) functionality, and the low occupancy rate.  

This document proposes a renovation plan for the Matrix building to be confirmed 

by the Board of the Eindhoven University of Technology. In the proposed plan, the 

implementation of atriums is suggested. Atriums, by introducing natural light to dark 

core areas, bring 1) architectural, 2) environmental and 3) economic benefits to the 

Matrix building and health benefits to its occupants.  

The Health, well-being and performance of the building’s occupants is very much 

related to the presence of sufficient amount of daylight, its variation and its spectral 

composition and provision to the outside view. Atriums by providing all 

aforementioned aspects can enhance the productivity of occupants, decrease the stress 

level, and increase their efficiency and alertness. 

From architectural point of view, implementation of atriums brings more 

flexibility in layout design. On the one hand, an open and flexible floor plan equipped 

with furniture and fittings that can be used for different activities, can be introduced. 

Such a flexible floor plan will bring more occupancy opportunities to the Matrix 

building. On the other hand, where needed, careful divisions can be made in such a 

way that every room maintains access to the atrium. Moreover, from environmental 

point of view, by integration of daylight responsive controls into electrical lighting, 

energy consumption on artificial lighting can be reduced up to 53%.  

The Matrix building is accessible via a footbridge on the first floor, to the 

Metaforum building which is the heart of the campus, with a large number of 

occupants. By offering high quality, comfortable, and flexible spaces that cannot be 

found in Metaforum, Matrix can attract its occupants. 

The renovation plan explained in this document is feasible because the 

modifications are beneficial for occupants, Dienst Huisvesting and for the quality 

board of the university as it would enhance the functionality of the Matrix building. 

From an economic point of view, implementation of atriums will reduce 53% of 

annual energy consumption on electricity. Currently, the university is paying €20.145 

per year for lighting in Matrix. Therefore, savings on electricity consumption will be 

around €11.000 per year. Moreover, in the new design the number of workplaces and 

lecture rooms have been increased up to double the current numbers. Every student 

brings benefit to university, hence so does every workplace. Taking into account the 

benefits that every student
3
 and workplace

4
 will bring to the university, TU/e will save 

around €700.000 every year. With such benefits, the 11 million initial investment 

needed for the renovation will be paid back in 14 years and will bring around 6 

million positive cash flow by the 20
th

 year (estimated life span of the building) to the 

university.   

                                                 
3 Benefit per student is estimated around €750. (for more info read payback time section of the business case). 
4 Benefit per workplace is estimated around €4.637 according to the rent’s rate IBIS Power (Suma, 2013).  
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Problem analysis  
The Matrix building was originally designed in1959 to house the department of 

Chemistry and Chemical engineering. Following its intended function, the building 

had a semi-industrial hall design. In the late 1990s Matrix underwent the minor 

functional renovation by the OD205 firm, aiming to house two faculties:  the Built 

Environment and the Chemical Engineering & Chemistry departments. Although the 

functionality of the building has changed, the layout of the building is kept mostly the 

same and only more divisions are implemented. 

The forty-meter depth of the Matrix building walls obstructs daylight penetration 

into the core of the building. Although this problem is partly solved on the first floor 

by introducing skylights in the ceiling, the core area in the ground floor is struggling 

with the poor daylight penetration. Deep spaced with low daylight penetration not 

only are unpleasant, uncomfortable, and unhealthy to work in but also are dependent 

on artificial lighting. The greater the depth, the higher the need for artificial lighting 

the lower the occupant’s visual comfort. Small improvement in daylight quantity and 

quality not only can decrease the electricity consumption on artificial lighting but also 

it can improve productivity and health of the occupants substantially.  

To serve and meet the requirements of two faculties, the Matrix building consists 

of individual offices, shared offices, lecture rooms (in variety of sizes), project rooms 

for student’s group work, meeting rooms, laboratories, and ateliers. Besides 

aforementioned faculties, Dienst Interne Zaken (DIZ) organization is also responsible 

for the scheduling of lecture rooms. However, despite having three groups of users, 

Matrix is suffering from the low occupancy rate. 

Available solutions  
This proposal is aiming to enhance the daylight performance of the building, 

improve occupant’s (visual) comfort and space availability
5
 by upgrading daylight 

strategies, enhance the space quality in order to have it more attractive and used, and 

to decrease electricity consumption. 

 A questionnaire is used to evaluate the comfort aspects in general and the visual 

comfort in particular to distinguish the most effective direction in the renovation plan. 

It has been filled in by 72 different actual users of the building. SPSS Statistical 

Software (Field, 2009) is used for statistical and descriptive analysis. Furthermore, 

Radiance simulation software is used to quantitatively evaluate the daylight 

performance of the current and proposed design (Chapter 5). According to the 

questionnaire, Window(s) to outside for the view to stay connected with outside and 

Daylight are the most important features of the pleasant work place. However, these 

features are rated below the average in Matrix as a consequence of the large depth. 

A wide range of daylighting strategies suitable for the purpose of bringing 

daylight more into the depth of the building under the cloudy sky conditions, as the 

most dominant sky condition in the Netherlands, are studied (more information can be 

found in the design chapter of the report). Atrium as the only strategy which can 

provide both daylight and view to the outside, is the chosen daylighting strategy. 

Two different layout design scenarios are defined in which the size and the 

location of atriums differ as depicted in Figure 39. Daylight performance & visual 

                                                 
5 Space availability is defined as the percentage of warplane at height of (0.80 meters from the floor) meeting a certain minimum 

illuminance criteria (Mangkuto, Aries, van Loenen, & Hansen). 
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comfort of the occupants, energy performance, and layout configuration are evaluated 

and compared for every design scenario (more detailed information can be found in 

the design chapter of the report). Finally, the design in which four small distributed 

atriums are used is chosen as the best proposal.  

 

 

Proposed solution  
Atrium is the chosen daylighting strategy for Matrix. The chosen layout design 

scenario consists of four atriums in two different sizes as depicted in Figure 40. The 

size of the atriums follows the size of the structure module. The big atriums take up 

two modules of the structure while the small ones take up only one module. The 

atriums placed towards South to make best use of the winter sun (for both daylight 

and thermal performances).  

 

Atriums have fully glazed façade to make best use of daylight and view. However, 

as a result of a large glazing surface in the atrium’s facade, glare will be experienced 
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Figure 39, Layout design scenarios with two size and configuration of atriums. 

 

Figure 40, Configuration of chosen design scenario. 

Design scenario I with 

a semi-enclosed  atrium 
Design scenario II & III with 

distributed centralized atriums 
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some hours of a day. Therefore, to make best use of the daylight and view and to 

simultaneously avoid glare discomfort, it is suggested to use dynamic venation blinds 

or luminance screens that can be used when required.  

Value proposition & benefits 

Implementing atriums in Matrix will increase the quality of the building by 

breaking its large depth and bringing in more daylight in. Such an upgrade in the 

quality of the building will benefit both the occupants and the organization including 

Eindhoven University of Technology and Dienst Huisvesting. Values proposed in the 

new design can be categorized in three groups: space usability, health, and energy. 

Space usability & flexibility 

Implementing atriums in Matrix will enhance the space usability and brings more 

flexibility in layout design. The core spaces that were not being used in the current 

design, will have the advantage of receiving sufficient amounts of daylight and view 

to outside in the new design.  

Moreover, inclusion of atriums allows greater flexibility in layout design to meet 

the requirements of the future occupants. On the one hand, an open floor plan 

equipped with furniture and fittings that can be used for different purposes can be 

introduced. Besides internal parties, external companies can make use of such a 

vibrant high quality spaces where they can meet and keep in touch with the university. 

On the other hand, where needed,  careful divisions can be made in such a way that 

every room maintains access to the atrium. In the design chapter of this report a new 

layout design is proposed. Figure 41 shows the proposed layout configuration for 

Matrix.  

It can be seen that with a careful layout design, the number of office rooms 

(workplaces) and lecture rooms (seats for students) in the new design are increased up 

to double (more information can be found in the design chapter of the report). 

Currently the Matrix building houses around 120 employees (Planon Procenter, 2013)  

and has 168 seats in the lecture rooms for the students. In new design, the number of 

office rooms are doubled. Assuming the same number of employees for the new 

office rooms, Matrix with the new design can house 240 employees
6
. Moreover, the 

number of seats for students in the lecture rooms is also increased from 168 to 428.  

In addition, given the fact that the functionality of the building will change over a 

longer period of time, the flexibility in layout design (which will be offered by 

implementing atriums) will make Matrix more valuable to the campus. The building 

can be easily adjusted to the requirements of every potential occupant.    

  

                                                 
6 Employees can be researchers, PhD candidates, PDEng trainees, professors, lecturers, etc. 
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Comfort and health 

 Enhancing daylight performance of Matrix not only increase the (visual) comfort 

of its occupants but also positively influence their performance. It is proven that the 

health, well-being and performance of the building’s occupants is very much related 

to the presence of sufficient amount of daylight, its variation and its spectral 

composition and the provision to the outside view. Studies have shown that careful 

daylight design in office or educational buildings can positively influence the 

productivity of the occupants, reduce unnecessary sick leave, decrease the stress level, 

and increase their efficiency and alertness (Axarli & Tsikaloudaki , 2007; Altomonte, 

2008; Altomonte, 2010; Hansen and Edmonds, 2003; Kerkhof, 1999; Figuerio et al., 

2002). 

Figure 41,New design layout configuration. 

 

First floor 

Ground floor 
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Moreover, salary costs for employees are identified as the highest investment in 

the business operation as depicted in Figure 42. The more one invests in the well-

being of employees or students, the more one gains in productivity, which makes it an 

indirect income for business. 

In 2011, the absenteeism of Dutch employees was reported around 5 to 7 days on 

average. This number seems to rise to 7 to 10 days in 2013 (NEA, 2011). Decreasing 

the absenteeism one day, as a result of daylight and view enhancement in the new 

design, will bring benefits to the university. 

Energy savings 

Improved space usability, enhanced comfort and health of the occupants are not 

the only benefit of introducing atriums to Matrix. Energy savings is another value that 

comes along with such a renovation. By integrating daylight responsive controls into 

electrical lighting, energy consumption on artificial lighting can be reduced by 53 

percent. 

 In 2011, Matrix consumed 209.850 kWh electricity on lighting. The university 

pays 10 Euro cent per kWh (including tax). It can be said that around €11.130 per 

year in Matrix can be saved as a result of enhanced daylight performance of the 

building.  

Moreover, the Matrix building is accessible via a footbridge to Metaforum, as the 

heart of the campus with a large number of occupants, on the first floor. By offering 

high quality, comfortable, and flexible spaces that cannot be found in Metaforum, 

Matrix can attract occupants from its neighbor. By doing so, the energy consumption 

per person in this building will decrease. All in all, potential savings of the renovation 

(in euro) is shown in      Table 25. Detailed information about the benefits of 

additional workplaces & students will be found in payback time section. 

In addition, the value propositions of having atriums in Matrix can be summarized 

as following: 

 Enhancing natural illumination of deep floor plan, 

 Enhancing space usability and the quality of the interior spaces both for 

employees and students, 

 Bringing more flexibility to layout design, 

Figure 42, Figure,  people cost vs. other costs in business operation. 
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 Increasing the occupancy, 

 Improving the visual comfort, health, productivity and performance of the 

occupants,  

 Reducing operational costs by savings of electricity on artificial lighting, and 

 Increasing the value of the building for Dienst Huisvesting. 

 

     Table 25, potential savings of renovation in Euro. 

 Total savings per year 

Space usability 
Benefits of additional workplaces €695.565 

Benefits of additional students €475.300 

Energy savings € 11.130 

Health & comfort €34.320 

 

Financials 

Renovation costs 

Renovation costs of adding atriums are estimated around €1.700.000 including the 

demolition costs (preparation for atriums), construction costs (atriums structure), and 

the construction of the atrium’s façades. It should be noted that the life span of the 

atriums is as long as the life span of the structure of the building. The only cost the 

atriums will have during the life span is the annual cleaning cost. However, to make 

best use of the benefits of the atriums, and to adjust the building to its future use and 

users, the layout of the floor plans are to be changed. The costs of demolishing the 

existing interior walls, and building the new walls are estimated around €3.600.000. 

When the layout is changed, the secondary installation such as radiators, light 

fixtures, new facilities (like kitchen, cantina, etc.) should be adjusted accordingly. 

Some minor changes of main installation might also be required. Adjustment of the 

installations will cost around €3.500.000. Moreover, the facilities such as computers, 

boards, furniture, etc. should be replaced. These changes have the  additional cost of 

€1.700.000 It should be noted that during the renovation the current occupants of the 

building should be housed elsewhere in the TU/e campus. Taking into account that the 

building does not have many occupants and the average occupancy rate is around 

38%, the cost of temporary housing is estimated around €47.000. The total costs of 

such minor renovation (without changing the main installations) will be around  

€10.000.000, as shown in Table 26. Taking into account the area of the building, 6743 

m
2,

, means the cost of renovation per square meter is €1.517. 
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Table 26, Renovation costs excluding replacements of stair cases and elevator shafts, and toilets. 
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Demolition : 

Stripping out the interior walls and 

installations 
6743 m2  BVO  €  35,00 €  236.005,00 

Preparation for atriums 216 m2  BVO  €  200,00 €  43.200,00 

Construction : 

Construction cost (including atrium 

structure, and excluding interior walls, 

staircases, elevator shafts and toilets) 

6743 m2  BVO €  125,00  €  842.875,00 

Construction of atrium’s façade 1080 m2  BVO €  800,00 €   864.000,00 

Internal walls, ceilings, flooring, etc. 6743 m2  BVO €  450,00 €  3.034.350,00 

Installation : 

Main installation (excluding primary 

installations, elevator shafts, etc) 
6743 m2  BVO €  200,00 €  1.348.600,00 

Secondary installations (including 

radiators, light fixtures, etc.) 
6743 m2  BVO €  300,00 €  2.022.900,00 

New functions  such as kitchen, cantina. 6743 m2  BVO €  20,00 €  134.860,00 

Construction costs :  

 

 

€  8.526.790,00 

 

Price per m2 BVO €  1.264,54 

Others :   

Replacing facilities (including 

computers, boards, telephones, etc.) 
6743 m2  BVO €  10,00 €  67.430,00 

Hardware operations (ICT, telephone 

connections, etc.) 
6743 m2  BVO €  50,00 €  337.150,00 

Interior sun shading (75% of the total 

façade area) 
810 m2  BVO €  50,00 €  40.500,00 

Furniture  6743*0,7 m2  BVO € 250,00 € 1.180.025,00 

Hanging frames (for pictures, small 

boards, etc.) 
1 Post €  25.000,00 €  25.000,00 

Name posts 1 Post €  10.000,00 €  10.000,00 

Temporary housing 6743*0,7 m2  BVO €  10,00 €  47.201,00 

Other costs :  

 

 
€  1.707.306,00 

 

Price per m2 BVO €  253,19 

Total renovation cost : 
 

€  10.234.096,00 

 

Price per m2 BVO €  1.517,74 
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Another renovation scenario is studied for the Matrix building, in which the main 

installation including the stair cases, lavatories, etc. will be adjusted to the new user 

and the new required capacity. It should be noted that in both scenarios (minor and 

major renovations), façade is kept and will not be changed. Table 27 depicts the cost 

for the complete renovation. It can be seen that the construction costs and the main 

installation costs increased respectively, from €125 to €200, and from €200 to €300 

per square meters. 

The total cost of such a complete renovation is estimated around 11 million Euro. 

Taking into account the 6743 m
2
 area of the building, means the cost of renovation 

per square meter is €1.689.  

Although the costs for the minor renovation is 1 million lower than the complete 

renovation, it can be argued that the new functionality and design of the building 

requires a new and adjusted main installations.  

Knowing that in the new proposed design the number of the occupants can be 

increased up to double. Therefore,  estimating the current number of toilets will not be 

sufficient to service the number of occupants. This estimation, highlights the 

advantageous of the complete renovation over the minor renovation. Moreover, it 

should be noted that toilets on the first floor of the Matrix building are clustered in 

two places, while the toilets on the ground floor are spread over the floor plan. 

Keeping the toilets as it is now, would be a burden on the layout design. This 

renovation can make an opportunity to bring more structure to the installation design 

and design lavatories in parallel on both floors.  

Towards a smart renovation, as the intention of this project is, it is suggested to 

decide for the complete renovation 
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Table 27, Renovation costs for Matrix. 
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Demolition : 

Stripping out the interior walls and 

installations 
6743 m2  BVO  €  35,00 €  236.005,00 

Preparation for atriums 216 m2  BVO  €  200,00 €  43.200,00 

Construction : 

Construction cost (including atrium 

structure, stair cases, elevator shafts, and 

excluding interior walls) 

6743 m2  BVO €  200,00 €  1.348.600,00 

Construction of extra floor for stair cases 123 m2  BVO €  250,00 €  30.750,00 

Construction of atrium’s façade 1080 m2  BVO €  800,00 €  864.000,00 

Internal walls, ceilings, flooring, etc. 6743 m2  BVO €  450,00 €  3.034.350,00 

Installation : 

Main installation (including primary 

installations, elevator shafts, etc) 
6743 m2  BVO €  300,00 €  2.022.900,00 

Secondary installations (including 

radiators, light fixtures, etc.) 
6743 m2  BVO €  300,00 €  2.022.900,00 

New functions  such as kitchen, cantina. 6743 m2  BVO €  20,00 €  134.860,00 

Construction costs :  

 

 

€  9.706.815,00 

 

Price per m2 BVO €  1.439,54 

Others :   

Replacing facilities (including 

computers, boards, telephones, etc.) 
6743 m2  BVO €  10,00 €  67.430,00 

Hardware operations (ICT, telephone 

connections, etc.) 
6743 m2  BVO €  50,00 €  337.150,00 

Interior sun shading (75% of the total 

façade area) 
810 m2  BVO €  50,00 €  40.500,00 

Furniture  6743*0,7 m2  BVO € 250,00 € 1.180.025,00 

Hanging frames (for pictures, small 

boards, etc.) 
1 Post €  25.000,00 €  25.000,00 

Name posts 1 Post €  10.000,00 €  10.000,00 

Temporary housing 6743*0,7 m2  BVO €  10,00 €  47.201,00 

Other costs :  

 

 
€  1.682.306,00 

 

Price per m2 BVO €  249,48 

Total renovation cost 

 
€  11.389.121,00 

 

Price per m2 BVO €  1.689,03 
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Payback time 

To calculate the payback time of the 11 million investment for the renovation 

couple of assumption are made which are shown in Table 29. As it is explained 

before, the renovated Matrix can house more students compare to the current design. 

To find out the exact increased number, the area which can be used for this purpose is 

measured and divided to 3 m
2 

 (as it is the standard space in Dienst Huisvesting for 

every student, according to the Project II norm). The number of students who can be 

housed in the current and new design are calculated and are shown in Table 28. 

According to (Ministerie OC&W, 2013) every student from their enrolment till their 

graduation brings €10.000 to the university. Around 14% of this money goes to the 

Dienst Huisvesting. The half of this money goes for the operational costs in Matrix 

(according to Dienst Huisvesting annual cost calculation ), leads to the annual profit 

of €475.300 for the 679 additional students. 

 

Table 28, The current and new number of occupants in Matrix and their benefits. 

 
 

Current design 
 
New design 

 

Additional NO. 

 

Benefits 

per 

addition 

Number of students  1863 m2  /3 m2 = 621 3900 m2  /3 m2 = 1300 679 € 700 

Workplaces for 

employees 
1250 m2  /6 m2 = 208 2148 m2 / 6 m2 =  358 150 €4.637 

 

 The number of workplaces (wp) in the current and the new design is calculated in 

the same way. The useful area which can be used for workplaces is measured and 

divided to 6 m
2
 (assumed as the standard size of a workplace, according to the Project 

II norm). Doing so, the new design has 150 more workplaces. The cost of renting a 

workplace at university is around €4.637 according to the rent’s rate IBIS Power 

(Suma, 2013). Since fully occupied or not, university pays for the operational costs of 

buildings in the campus, the total amount of rental cost (€4.637 ) is used to estimate 

the payback time. Therefore, the annual profit of 150 additional workplaces in Matrix 

will be €695.565. Energy savings on electricity for artificial lighting is also taken into 

account in the payback time calculation of the initial investment as depicted in Table 

29. It should be noted that 2,5% inflation rate is taken into account over all the costs.  

As shown in Table 29, the payback time of the initial 11 million investment will 

be 9 years and from year 10 the positive cash flow will be obtained. It should be 

highlighted that the renovated Matrix building will bring positive cash flow of around 

16 million by year 20 (estimated life span of the building) to the university.  
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Table 29, Payback time calculation. 

 

Year 

 

Investment 

 

Energy saving 

On electricity 

Benefits of 

additional 

workplaces 

Benefits of 

additional 

students 

total cash flow 

 

Payback 

 

1 2020 -11.038.355 

   

-11.389.121 -11.389.121 

2 2021 

 

11.130 695.565 475.300 1.181.995 -10.207.126 

3 2022 

 

11.408 712.954 487.183 1.211.545 -8.995.581 

4 2023 

 

11.693 730.778 499.362 1.241.833 -7.753.748 

5 2024 

 

11.986 749.047 511.846 1.272.879 -6.480.868 

6 2025 

 

12.285 767.774 524.642 1.304.701 -5.176.167 

7 2026 

 

12.593 786.968 537.758 1.337.319 -3.838.848 

8 2027 

 

12.907 806.642 551.202 1.370.752 -2.468.096 

9 2028 

 

13.230 826.808 564.982 1.405.021 -1.063.076 

10 2029 

 

13.561 847.478 579.107 1.440.146 377.070 

11 2030 

 

13.900 868.665 593.585 1.476.150 1.853.220 

12 2031 

 

14.247 890.382 608.424 1.513.054 3.366.274 

13 2032 

 

14.604 912.642 623.635 1.550.880 4.917.154 

14 2033 

 

14.969 935.458 639.226 1.589.652 6.506.805 

15 2034 

 

15.343 958.844 655.206 1.629.393 8.136.199 

16 2035 

 

15.726 982.815 671.586 1.670.128 9.806.327 

17 2036 

 

16.120 1.007.386 688.376 1.711.881 11.518.208 

18 2037 

 

16.523 1.032.570 705.586 1.754.678 13.272.886 

19 2038 

 

16.936 1.058.384 723.225 1.798.545 15.071.431 

20 2039 

 

17.359 1.084.844 741.306 1.843.509 16.914.940 

 

 

Amongst three saving criteria which are influencing the payback time, the benefit 

of additional workplaces take up the largest saving and consequently, influence the 

payback time the most. In the best case, all the additional workplaces will be occupied 

(as assumed in the calculation of payback time). However, best case might not 

happen. Figure 43 shown the effect of occupancy rate of the additional workplaces on 

the payback time. In the worst case, where none of the additional workplaces are 

used, the payback time will increase to 19 years.  
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                   Figure 43, Effect of occupancy rate on payback time. 

 

 

 In addition to the calculated benefits of the renovation, which are used to 

calculate the payback time, the proposed renovation has two soft benefits: enhanced 

health for the occupants  (less absenteeism days) and gained high quality space in the 

campus.  

The health benefit of having more daylight in the building is calculated. On 

average7 every employee costs €143,33 (salary) per day for the university. Assuming 

that in the new design as a result of daylight and view enhancement, the absenteeism 

will decrease by one day, taking into account in the new design Matrix can house 358 

employees, the new design brings €51.312 benefits for the university per year. 

Regarding the gained high quality space in the campus, the additional square meters 

which can be used for housing additional workplaces and student’s table is calculated. 

In total the new design can house 150 additional workplace, and 679 additional seats 

for students. The project II norm is used to translate this additional 

workplaces/student’s seats to useful square meters . Doing so, in total the new design 

adds 2937 m
2
 high quality space to the total useful area on the campus. Using this 

gained space, decrease the necessity of building new buildings on the campus. 

 

Total cost of ownership 

Total cost of ownership (per year) is calculated for the Matrix building per m2 and 

per workplace as depicted in 

 

   Table 30. The life span of the building is estimated 20 years. The current value 

of the building, depreciation costs, interest over the investments, and yearly costs 

(including insurance, tax, maintenance, cleaning and energy costs) are calculated for 

the current and new design. It is assumed that from the yearly costs, only the 

                                                 
7 Lowest income at TU/e is €1.700 for PDEng trainees, and highest is €8.700 for some professors. Assuming that per 5 trainee at 

university there is one professor, and assuming they all work around 20 days per month will result in €143,33  employee cost per day 

for the university. (5*1700+1*8700)/6)/20=143,33) 
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insurance and tax  will increase by 50% in the new design in line with the increase in 

the quality of the building. However, the annual energy costs will decrease as a result 

of more daylight penetration into the depth of the building. It should be noted that 5 

percent interest over the large-scale loans is assumed in this calculation according to 

financial experts at Dienst Huisvesting.  

To calculate the total cost of ownership per workplace, the current and future 

number of workplaces and students’ seat are also taken into account. It can be seen 

from the  

 

   Table 30 that although the total cost of ownership per m
2
 increases (because of 

the 11 million initial investment), the total cost of ownership per workplace is the 

same in the new design.  

 

   Table 30, Total Cost of Ownership (per year) calculation for 20 years lifespan of the building. 

 

Initial and yearly costs Current design new design 

Boekwaarde €6.285.700     

Interest  (5% )   €157.143 €157.143 

depreciation   €314.285 €314.285 

Investment €11.389.121     

depreciation over investment     €551.918 

Interest over investment (5%)     €275.959 

life span 20     

 

Insurance   €10.000 €15.000 

Tax   €30.000 €45.000 

Maintenance   €140.000 €140.000 

cleaning   €60.000 €78.000 

Energy costs   €180.000 €169.000 

Total Cost of Ownership per year   €891.428 €1.746.304 

BVO  m2 

 
6743 m2 6743 m2 

TCO per m2 

 €132,20 
 

€262,88 
 

TCO student’s table/seat 
€533.480 

(for 620 tables) 

€1.143.053 

(for 1300 tables) 

TCO workplaces 
€357.94 

(for 208 tables) 

€629.558 

(for 358 tables) 

Total costs per Student’s table/seat €860 €879 

Total cost per workplace €1.72 €1.76 
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risks 

The daylight performance of the new design is evaluated using Radiance 

simulation software. Although this software is one of the most accurate, the results in 

practice may be different. The same risk applies to the simulation based energy 

saving’s calculations.  

Moreover, it is a hypothesis that enhancing the visual comfort and the quality of 

the space in Matrix will increase the occupancy rate of the building and will attract 

more users. However, this hypothesis may be invalid. In addition, the estimated 

renovation costs has +/- 10% accuracy margin. 
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CHAPTER 7 : CONCLUSIONS, 

RECOMMENDATIONS & SUGGESTIONS FOR 

FUTURE WORK 
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Conclusions  
This project was set out to define a smart renovation plan for the Matrix building 

which is located at the TU/e campus. Sustainability by means of improving user 

(visual) comfort, enhancing energy efficiency, and studying possible cost saving 

opportunities was chosen as the concept approach for this project.  

The occupants’ opinion is used to distinguish the most effective direction of the 

renovation. In the current situation no problems are detected regarding the glare and 

reflection discomfort, neither in the questionnaire, carried out for this study, nor from 

the Radiance simulation. About 42% of the occupants prefer to work with daylight 

only while 52% has chosen the combination of natural and electric lighting as their 

preference. However, most of the respondents declared that they hardly use only 

natural light in their workplaces. It can be said that either the daylight level is not 

sufficient enough or people do not want to actively switch on and off the lighting. 

Moreover, the view to the outside is rated as a very important aspect by all 

respondents occupying the Matrix building. 

Respondents were divided into two main groups based on the window size in their 

workplaces: occupants who are using workplace with 100% WWR (type A ) and 

occupants who are using workplace with 35% WWR either on the façade as a window 

or on the roof as a skylight (type B ). 

According to the analysis, the occupants of the workplace type A mentioned 

Comfortable temperature, Plenty of space, and Window(s) to outside (for daylight) as 

the three most important physical features of a pleasant workplace. Fortunately, these 

aspects are all rated equal or above average  in Matrix. Moreover, Window(s) to 

outside for the view (to stay connected with outside) and Daylight are the most 

important features of the pleasant work place from the occupants’ of workplace B 

point of view. However, these features are rated below the average in Matrix. It 

should be noted that only occupants working on the north and west the façade have a 

real view. The windows on the south façade are blocked with trees and on the west 

side by the Helix building. The view is more critical for the occupants who are using 

rooms located in the middle part of the Matrix building. Although in the first floor 

they have skylights in their room, the amount of daylight that penetrates into the room 

is not significant enough and does not have a large contribution to lighting the 

occupant’s desks to fulfill their tasks. Furthermore, the respondents declared that 

skylights not only, does not help them to stay connected to the outside, but does not 

provide them information regarding the weather or the time of the day either.  

Having Window(s) to the outside for the view and Daylight as the most important 

features for occupants distinguishes the most effective direction of the renovation.  

Amongst a wide range of daylighting strategies, atriums are the only solution 

which can bring both daylight and view to the outside into forty meters depth of 

Matrix. Because the performance of atriums depend on their geometry, orientation, 

façade configuration, and good wall reflectance, three different layout design scenario 

were investigated in this project to find the most suitable atrium design for the Matrix. 

Cross referencing all design scenarios to the current situation, highlights the 

advantages of the second design scenario in which four centralized atriums, in two 

sizes, with fully glazed facades are distributed over the floor plan. Therefore, it is 

proposed as the most suitable design scenario. Simply because in this design, 1) the 
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proportion of daylight available to the internal area is increased by 20%, 2) the 

daylight is distributed more evenly over the floor plans, 3) the visual comfort and 

health of the occupants is enhanced, 4) the more high quality (day-lit with the view to 

the outside) space is available to use, 5) the dependency on artificial lighting is 

decreased by 52%, and 6) the more possibilities are brought to the layout design. It 

can be claimed that with such a design, the objectives of the project are covered.  

Despite all the aforementioned advantages, glare will be experienced at certain 

times. Installing conventional sun shading, which are operable by occuapnts, can be a 

solution to avoid glare. However, the downside is that people close sun shadings as 

soon as they experience glare and they often forget to open them when the glare  

disappears. As a result, both daylight and the view are blocked out for the rest of the 

day. To avoid glare discomfort and to make best use of the glare-free part of the 

daylight, it is suggested to implement dynamic shading systems. Daylight is dynamic 

so should be the shading systems. The performance of dynamic Venetian blinds, or 

luminance screens, governed by the climatic conditions, make it ideal for enhancing 

visual comfort for the occupants, by preventing glare when it occurs. Doing so results 

in the maintenance of the substantial energy savings. It should be noted that energy 

savings are only possible when daylight responsive control systems are implemented. 

The integration of daylight and artificial lighting is the most efficient way to meet the 

requirements of illuminance needed for the work place and energy savings. 

A new schematic layout configuration for the chosen design scenario is proposed. 

In this design, different rooms (with different functionalities) are placed on the floor 

plans taking into account the lighting requirements of the activities which will be 

taking places in the rooms and the daylight illuminance level (at desk height). The 

major changes are: taking out the big laboratory space on the north side of Matrix and 

replacing it with the main entrance to make use of the strategic location of the Green 

Stripe, adding more lecture rooms, increasing the number of offices/workplaces, and 

clustering the lavatories. 

Renovation costs of adding atriums are estimated around €1.750.075,00, including 

the demolition costs, construction costs, and the construction of the atrium’s façades. 

Two renovation scenarios are studied and compared. Towards a smart renovation, as 

the intention of this project is, it is suggested to decide for the complete renovation 

The total cost of such a complete renovation is estimated around 11 million 

Euro’s. Taking into account the 6743 m
2
 area of the building, means the cost of 

renovation per square meter is €1.689. The benefits of increasing the number of 

workplaces is €523.992 and of the lecture rooms is € 182.000. Energy savings on 

electricity for lighting is also taken into account. The new design introduces the 

possibility of saving 53% of electricity. It is estimated that around €11.130 per year in 

Matrix can be saved. 

Furthermore, the effect of the enhanced daylight performance of the building on 

employee’s health and well-being is studied as a soft benefit of the renovation. 

Employee’s absenteeism is used as a scale. Reducing the absenteeism by one day 

brings a benefit of €34.320 for the university per year. 

Although the total cost of ownership per m
2
 increases, because of the 11 million 

initial investment, the total cost of ownership per occupant decreases in the new 

design. Taking into account these benefits and the initial cost of renovation, the 

payback time of the investment is estimated in 14 years and from the 15
th

 year, the 
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positive cash flow will be obtained. The renovated Matrix building will bring positive 

cash flow of around 6 million by the 20
th

 year, (20 years is the estimated life span of 

the Matrix building) for the university.  

Suggestion for future works 
The findings of this project have shown the effect of atriums in daylight 

performance of Matrix. Moreover the possible energy savings of electricity on electric 

lighting were indicated. However, the impact of implementing atriums is not limited 

to aforementioned aspects. The thermal performance of the building will also be 

affected. Currently, conventional radiators (connected to the aquifer systems of TU/e) 

are being used to heat the building. For such a complete renovation, it is 

recommended to study the possibilities of replacing the radiators with floor heating 

systems. There might bring more energy savings to Matrix. The potential additional 

costs are to be studied as well.  

Moreover, in the relation section, the reasons for a low occupancy rate in 

buildings were categorized. Due to the scope of this project, only the visual comfort 

aspect of the building performance category was studied. However, the other aspects 

are as important as the performance of the building. It is recommended to study other 

aspects such as management, urban quality, and all the other comfort related criteria 

(thermal, acoustical, comfort, and air quality) in order to find the fundamental reason 

for low occupancy rate in buildings.  

This renovation plan looked at a time horizon of 15 years. It can be used to 

stimulate the board of the TU/e to determine a renovation plan for Matrix. At the time 

of this project, the future use and users of the building were unknown. Therefore, it 

was decided to make a schematic layout plan. When the functionality and the 

occupants of the building are defined, a suitable layout plan should be made to meet 

the program of their demands.  

For glare analysis, the reflection factor of the interior walls and ceilings in the 

current design and three proposed design scenarios are identical (white painted wall 

with reflection factor of 80%, and white painted ceiling with the same reflection 

factor). However, changing the reflection factor of the ceiling and the walls may 

influence the glare probability. Therefore, the effect of choosing material in glare 

discomfort can be studied in future work. 

In addition, atriums were chosen as the most suitable daylighting strategy in this 

project. The performance of atriums depend on their geometry, orientation, façade 

configuration, and well wall reflectance. In this project, two scenarios, in which two 

different window sizes for the façade of the atriums were chosen, were designed. The 

daylight and energy performances of these scenarios were studied. However, the 

effect of different reflection factors and the different configurations of the atrium 

walls were not studied due to the time restrictions. These aspects can be taken into 

account in other projects. 
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APPENDIX 

Appendix 1. Lighting condition survey. 

 
 

 

Aim : The aim of this survey is to  gauge the 

opinion of occupants on the lighting conditions 

and implement it in the next renovation project. 

The survey complements measurements of 

daylight and artificial light as well as energy 

consumption. 

 

This survey is part of a post master graduation 

project which is a collaboration assignment 

between the post master program called “Smart 

energy Building & Cities (SEB&C)” and the 

Real estate department of the TU/e, Dienst 

Huisvesting. It includes the Smart renovation 

plan for the Matrix building located in the TU/e 

campus.  

Please complete the questionnaire as you are 

instructed. You can return the questionnaire to 

the instructor or put it in the designated boxes. 

Be frank and honest in your answers.  

Your personal opinion is of great interest of us. 

Your answers will only be used for 

educational and scientific research purposes 
and it cannot be used against you. Your identity 

will be totally anonymous.  

 

Instruction : The questionnaire has four 

parts; workplace information, task information, 

visual comfort information and personal 

information. There are three types of questions 

in this questionnaire.  

First, multiple choices in which you are asked 

to make one choice and fill in the circle placed 

behind your choice. 

 

O your choice 

O Other choices 

Second, priority questions in which you are 

asked to choose maximum three options, rate 

and write them in the specified spaces. 

 

First choice. ………… 

Second choice. ………… 

Third choice. ……… 

Third, rating questions in which you are asked 

to indicate your opinion by setting one mark on 

the lines. In following you can see the two 

ways of marking your opinion. 

 

 

 

 

 

In case you made a mistake and you wanted to 

correct it scratch the mistaken answer and mark 

your correct answer. 

 

 

 

 

 

Estimated time for answering is around  20  

min. For Further questions please contact : 

p.khademagha@tue.nl  
 

Thank you very much for your time and cooperation! 

 

Parisa Khademagha, PDEng trainee of Smart Energy 

Building & Cities program,, Built environment faculty 

 

 

 

Very good Very bad 

Two ways of marking 

Very good Very bad 

Mistaken answer Correct answer 

b 
d 

h 
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Workplace information   
1. In which category can you place your workspace? 

O Atelier  O Office 

O Lecture room O Laboratory  

If you have more than one workspaces please mark  the 

room you use most and answer the rest of the questions 

for that workspace. 

2. Where is your workplace located?  

O Ground floor O First floor     

3. How many person share your workspace?  

O Have a private room O 2 persons     

O 3-4 persons  O5-10 persons 

O More than 10 person 

4. In a typical week, how many days do you use your 

workspace? …………………. 

 

5. In a typical day, how many hours per day do you 

spend in your workspace? 

O 1 to 3 hours O 3 to 6 hours      

O 6 to 8 hours O More than 8 hours  

6. Mark the three physical features that are most 

important to you in making a work place a pleasant 

one for you to work or study in. Choose maximum 

three options, rate and write them in the specified 

spaces below options. 

 

a. Comfortable temperature 

b. Audio privacy (not being heard or hearing 

others) 
c. Visual privacy (not being seen or seeing 

others) 
d. Automated sun shading for windows 

e. Controllable sun shading for windows 

f. Automated lighting systems 

g. Good ventilation 

h. Plenty of space 

i. Window(s) to outside for daylight 

j. Window(s) to outside for the view, (stay 

connected with outside) 

k. Interior design (colors, carpet, decoration, etc.)  

l. Other (please specify) ………………….  

 
First choice. …………        

Second choice. …………           

Third choice. ………… 

7. How  good or bad are the following aspects of your 

workspace and why? 

 

a.  Artificial lighting 

 

Why?......................................................  

b.  Day lighting 

 

 

 

Why?...................................................... 

 

c.  Audio privacy 

 

 

 

Why?...................................................... 

 

d.  Visual privacy 

  

 

 

Why?...................................................... 

 

e.  Ventilation  

 

 

 

Why?...................................................... 

 

f.  Odor 

 

 

 

Why?...................................................... 

 

g.  Temperature  

 

 

 

Why?...................................................... 

 

h.  Window size 

 

 

 

Why?......................................................  

 

i.  Amount of space 

 

 

 

Why?..................................................... 

  

j.   View to outside 

 

 
 

Why?......................................................  

Very bad Very good 

Very bad Very good 

Very good 

Very bad Very good 

Very bad Very good 

Very bad Very good 

Very bad Very good 

Very bad Very good 

Very bad Very good 

Very bad Very good 

Very good 
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k. Sun shading 

 

 

 

 

Why?...................................................... 

 
l. Interior design (colors, carpet, decoration, 

etc.)  

 

 

 

Why?...................................................... 

 
8. How often do you use sun shading? 

 

 

 

 

9. How often do you forget to rolling the sun shadings 

up ( at the end of the day)? ? 

 
 

 

10. Do you have a desktop lamp or similar at 

workspace? 

O Yes O No 

If yes, do you use it (more answers possible) 

O  On daily basis (summer time) 

O  On daily basis (fall/spring time) 

O  On daily basis (winter time) 

O  At least once or twice a week (summer time) 

O  At least once or twice a week (fall/spring time) 

O  At least once or twice a week (winter time) 

O  Once or twice  a month (summer time) 

O  Once or twice  a month (fall/spring time) 

O  Once or twice  a month (winter time) 

O  Never 

 

If no, Do you think that a desktop lamp would improve 

your working conditions? 

 O Yes  O No 

Task information   
11. Which of the following activities are a normal part of 

your job/task? choose Maximum of three activities 

that you usually do as a part of your job/task. Rate 

and write them in the specified spaces below options.  

 

a. Writing, reading, data processing on paper 

b. Typing, reading, data processing on 

computer 

c. Technical drawing by hand  

d. Technical drawing by computer  

e. Making mock up 

f. Filing 

g. Attending lectures (looking at board, 

taking notes, etc.) 

h. Laboratory work 

i. Group work * 

j. Face to face talking to people 

(Interviewing, lecturing, holding small 

meetings, etc.) 

k. Other (please specify)………………….  

 

First choice. …………        

Second choice. …………           

Third choice. ………… 

12. What type of computer do you use most at your 

workspace? 

O Desktop       O Laptop           O Tablet 

 

Visual comfort information 
13. Do you prefer working in natural light, artificial light 

or a combination of natural and artificial? (one 

answer only) 

O Prefer natural 

O Prefer artificial 

O Prefer combination 

14. How do you rate the light level of the daylight 

during summer?  

 

a. at your desk  

 

  

b. in the room in general 

 

 

   

15. How do you rate the light level of the daylight 

during fall/spring?  
 

a. at your desk  

 

 

b. in the room in general 

 

 

 

16. How do you rate the light level of the daylight 

during winter?  

 

a. at your desk  

 

 

 

Very low Very high 

Always Never 

Very low Very high 

Very bad Very good 

Very bad Very good 

Very low Very high 

Very low Very high 

Always Never 

Very low Very high 
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b. in the room in general 

 
 

 

17. Sky-light is a window set in the plane of a roof or 

ceiling. Do you have sky-light in your workspace? 

O Yes O No 

If yes, Does it help you to stay connected with the 

outdoor? 

O Yes O No 

Does it let you know what is the weather or what 

time of the day is? 

O Yes O No 

Does it have any  contribution to do your task? 

O Yes O No 

 

18. In general how do you rate the light level, artificial 

& daylight? 
 

a. at your desk 

 

  

 

  

b. in the room in general 

  

 
 

19. Glare is difficulty seeing in the presence of 

bright light such as direct  sunlight or artificial light. 

Does the artificial light ever cause glare strong 

enough to bother you?  

a. at your desk while you do paperwork 

 

 

 

 

b. at your Desktop/Laptop   

 

 

 

c. at your Tablet (answer if you have) 

 

 

 

d. at presentation screen 

 

 

 

 

20. Does the daylight ever cause glare strong enough to 

bother you? 

a. at your desk while you do paperwork 

 

 

  

b. at your Desktop/Laptop   

 

 

 

c. at your tablet (answer if you have) 

 

 

 

d. at the presentation screen 

 

 

 

If yes, from which source is the glare? 
O From the sky O From the sun      O Both  

 

21. Does the lighting cause reflections in your work 

material strong enough to bother you? 

a. from the ceiling lighting   

 

 

 

b. from desktop lamp (answer if you have)

  

 

 

c. from the daylight   
 

  

 
22. If there are reflections that disturb you, in what work 

material do they occur? 

O No reflections 

O Glossy paper 

O Desktop / laptop 

O Tablet  

O Presentation screen 

O Other (please specify) …………………. 

23. How important is it to you to have a window facing 

outside in your workspace? 

 

 

 

24. Do you have a window facing outside in your work 

place? 

O Yes O No 

If no, go to 29. 

If yes, which building do you face? 

O Vertigo  O Helix      

O Main building  O Gaslab 

Always Never 

Very low Very high 

Very low Very high 

Always Never 

Always Never 

Not important Very important 

Always Never 

Always Never 

Always Never 

Always Never 

Always Never 

Always Never 

Always Never 

Always Never 

Very low Very high 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Light
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sunlight
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25. What is the type of view from the window? 

O (Mainly) nature O (Mainly) buildings 

26. What can you see from your seat? (more answers 

possible) 

O Sky   

O Horizon  

O Ground 

27. Do you ever work using only the light from the 

windows or sky-lights? 

O During summer 

O During spring/fall  

O During winter 

O Only occasionally  

O Never 

If it happens, can you specify when?  

O Morning (1 to2 hours)  

O Morning ( 2 to 4 hours) 

O Afternoon (1 to2 hours)  

O Afternoon ( 2 to 4 hours) 

28. Do you use the outdoor screens? 

O Every day              

O During summer 

O During spring/fall  

O During winter  

O Never 

29. For what reasons you use the outdoor screens? 

O For light reasons O For heat reasons 

O Privacy  O Else ………………… 

30. Listed below are some of the advantages of 

windows. Choose three advantages that are most 

important to you at your workplace. Choose 

maximum three options, rate and write them in the 

specified spaces below options.  

a. Let you tell the time of day 

b.  Let sunshine in 

c.  Let you know what the weather is 

d.  Let in warmth 

e.  Let you see what is going on outside 

f.  Provide light for plants 

g.  A way for fresh air to enter 

h.  View out 

i.  Make room seem more spacious 

j.  Break monotony 

k.  Other (please specify) …………………. 

 

First choice. …………        

Second choice. …………           

Third choice. ………… 

 

31. Listed below are some of the disadvantages of 

windows. Choose maximum three options, rate and 

write them in the specified spaces below options.  

a. Let in too much heat in summer 

b. Cause glare 

c. Let in too much cold air in winter 

d. Reduce privacy 

e. Limit ways furniture can be placed 

f. Let in outside noise 

g. Give too much sunlight 

h. Present a hazard (might brake) 

i. Present a hazard (person might fall) 

j. Other (please specify) ………………… 

 

Firs choice, …………        

Second choice. …………           

Third choice ………… 

 

Personal information 
32. What is your gender?  

O Male  O Female 

33. What is your age?  

O Under 20  O 20-30  O 30-40      

O 40-50  O  50 or higher  

34. What is your occupation in the building?  

O Student  O PhD candidate  

O PDEng trainee O Researcher 

O Lecturer  O Administration 

O Others (please specify) …………………   

35. Which department do you belong to?  

O Built Environment   

O Chemical Engineering & Chemistry 

O Others (please specify your department)  

………………….   

 

36. How long have you been working/studying in this 

building? …………………. 

 

37. How sensitive you think you are to glare? 

 

 

 

38. Do you wear corrective vision aids (contact lenses, 

glasses)?  

O Sometimes O Always O never 

If yes, what kind? 

O Contact lenses O Spectacles (glasses) 

 

Thank you for your participation! 

 

 

 

 

Not sensitive Very sensitive 
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 Appendix 2, Primary socio-demographic variables. 

 
Variables Classes N=72 

Gender 
Female 

Male 

28 

44 

Age 

Under 20 
20 to 30 

30 to 40  

40 to 50 
50 or higher 

30 
29 

4 

3 
6 

Occupation 

Student 

PhD candidate 

PDEng trainee 
Researcher (from independent 

companies) 

Lecturer 
Administration 

Technician 

34 
8 

18 

3 
6 

1 

2 

Department 
Built Environment 

Chemical Engineering & Chemistry 

39 

33 

Working 

hours/week 

More than 40 hours/week 
Between 30 to 40 hours/week 

Less than 30 hours/week 

Missing 

6 
17 

48 

1 

Occupation period 

More than a year 
One year 

Less than a year 

Missing 

10 
38 

21 

3 

Corrective vision 
aids 

Always 

Sometimes 

Never 

23 

10 

39 
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Appendix 3, DGP in atelier rooms in the current design (a=for student eye position, b=for teacher eye position) 

Time 

Date 

 

8:00 

 

9:00 

 

10:00 

 

11:00 

 

12:00 

 

13:00 

 

14:00 

 

15:00 

 

16:00 

 

17:00 

 

18:00 

 a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b 

December 15th 0.12 0.11 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.54 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.76 0.21 0.22 0.24 0.23 0.22 0.23 0.21 0.20 0.13 0.13 0.00 0.00 

March 15th 0.20 0.20 0.22 0.22 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.25 0.26 0.25 0.27 0.23 0.24 0.16 0.19 

June 15th 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.27 0.26 0.27 0.26 0.27 0.26 0.27 0.25 0.26 0.25 0.25 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.25 

 

Appendix 4, DGP in  lecture rooms in the current design (a=for student eye position, b=for teacher eye position) 

Time 

Date 

 

8:00 

 

9:00 

 

10:00 

 

11:00 

 

12:00 

 

13:00 

 

14:00 

 

15:00 

 

16:00 

 

17:00 

 

18:00 

 a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b 

December 15th 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

March 15th 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 

June 15th 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 

 

Appendix 5, DGP in office rooms in the current design for seated working position. 

 

Time 

Date 

 

8:00 

 

 

9:00 

 

10:00 

 

11:00 

 

12:00 

 

 

13:00 

 

14:00 

 

15:00 

 

16:00 

 

17:00 

 

18:00 

December 15th 0.02 0.23 0.23 0.28 0.30 0.29 0.25 0.23 0.23 0.02 0.00 

March 15th 0.11 0.24 0.26 0.26 0.27 0.27 0.26 0.26 0.25 0.23 0.06 

June 15th 0.22 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.23 0.19 
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Appendix 6, DGP in position A (atelier room facing east), in the first design scenario for seated eye position. 

Time 

Date 

 

8:00 

 

9:00 

 

10:00 

 

11:00 

 

12:00 

 

13:00 

 

14:00 

 

15:00 

 

16:00 

 

17:00 

 

18:00 

December 15th 0.08 1.00 0.23 0.25 0.26 0.25 0.24 0.22 0.21 0.37 0.00 

March 15th 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.24 0.23 0.22 0.20 0.17 

June 15th 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.23 0.23 0.22 0.22 0.22 

 

Appendix 7, DGP in position B (next to the atrium – south façade - facing east), in the first design scenario for seated eye position. 

Time 

Date 

 

8:00 

 

9:00 

 

10:00 

 

11:00 

 

12:00 

 

13:00 

 

14:00 

 

15:00 

 

16:00 

 

17:00 

 

18:00 

December 15th 0.20 0.23 0.24 0.26 0.26 0.25 0.24 0.22 0.20 0.18 0.00 

March 15th 0.30 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.53 0.49 0.41 0.32 0.26 0.24 

June 15th 0.40 0.46 0.50 0.55 0.58 0.58 0.53 0.45 0.36 0.32 0.31 

 

Appendix 8, DGP in lecture room type A (Lecture room located at north side of the atrium), in the second design scenario (a=for student eye position, b=for teacher eye position). 

Time 

Date 

 

8:00 

 

9:00 

 

10:00 

 

11:00 

 

12:00 

 

13:00 

 

14:00 

 

15:00 

 

16:00 

 

17:00 

 

18:00 

 a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b 

December 15th 0.01 0.00 0.07 0.01 0.17 0.08 0.20 0.23 0.74 0.25 0.35 0.30 0.24 0.24 0.18 0.17 0.07 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 

March 15th 0.09 0.02 0.18 0.21 0.22 0.26 1.00 0.29 1.00 0.34 0.77 0.43 0.53 0.41 0.32 0.32 0.21 0.25 0.21 1.00 0.05 0.02 

June 15th 0.17 0.15 0.19 0.23 0.23 0.25 0.32 0.27 0.43 0.30 0.47 0.33 0.41 0.32 0.31 0.28 0.24 0.23 0.20 0.15 0.18 0.06 
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Appendix 9, DGP in lecture room type B (Lecture room located at east side of the atrium), in the second design scenario (a=for student eye position, b=for teacher eye position). 

Time 

Date 

 

8:00 

 

9:00 

 

10:00 

 

11:00 

 

12:00 

 

13:00 

 

14:00 

 

15:00 

 

16:00 

 

17:00 

 

18:00 

 a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b 

December 15th 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.09 0.08 0.15 0.13 0.17 0.15 0.18 0.17 0.19 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.14 0.05 0.04 0.00 0.00 

March 15th 0.11 0.16 0.17 0.19 0.18 0.20 0.18 0.21 0.18 0.20 0.19 0.22 0.23 0.29 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.31 0.27 025 0.19 0.18 

June 15th 0.19 0.20 0.19 0.21 0.19 0.23 0.19 0.23 0.19 0.23 0.20 0.26 0.28 0.36 0.43 0.56 0.62 0.66 1.00 0.69 0.55 0.42 

 

Appendix 10, DGP in lecture room type A (Lecture room located at north side of the atrium), in the third design scenario (a=for student eye position, b=for teacher eye position). 

Time 

Date 

 

8:00 

 

9:00 

 

10:00 

 

11:00 

 

12:00 

 

13:00 

 

14:00 

 

15:00 

 

16:00 

 

17:00 

 

18:00 

 a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b 

December 15th 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.13 0.04 0.21 0.20 0.26 0.24 0.18 0.11 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

March 15th 0.10 0.00 0.12 0.04 0.18 0.24 0.21 0.26 0.40 0.29 0.59 0.35 0.41 0.34 0.23 0.26 0.18 0.07 0.09 0.01 0.01 0.00 

June 15th 0.18 0.23 0.18 0.25 0.19 0.25 0.24 0.26 0.29 0.27 0.31 0.29 0.29 0.28 0.24 0.25 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.13 0.19 0.06 

 

Appendix 11, DGP in lecture room type B (Lecture room located at east side of the atrium), in the third design scenario (a=for student eye position, b=for teacher eye position). 

Time 

Date 

 

8:00 

 

9:00 

 

10:00 

 

11:00 

 

12:00 

 

13:00 

 

14:00 

 

15:00 

 

16:00 

 

17:00 

 

18:00 

 a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b 

December 15th 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.10 0.09 0.18 0.13 0.19 0.11 0.19 0.05 0.13 0.02 0.06 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 

March 15th 0.05 0.13 0.19 0.22 0.20 0.24 0.20 0.25 0.19 0.24 0.18 0.22 0.19 0.24 0.20 0.27 0.18 0.20 0.10 0.16 0.02 0.06 

June 15th 0.23 0.26 0.23 0.27 0.23 0.28 0.21 0.26 0.19 0.23 0.18 0.25 0.24 0.31 0.33 0.41 0.44 0.52 0.43 0.40 0.24 0.22 
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Appendix 12. Current situation, first floor, Daylight Autonomy – less than 100 lx – Av = 16.87 %.  ( the lower the numbers the better the daylight performance). 

10,19178 7,342466 7,068493 7,068493 7,013699 7,09589 7,068493 7,013699 7,068493 7,068493 7,09589 7,342466 10,9589 

11,34247 10,38356 10,16438 9,972603 9,69863 9,863014 9,69863 9,424658 9,863014 9,945205 9,726027 10,30137 12,52055 

12,57534 22,24658 22,21918 23,53425 23,06849 21,23288 23,9726 23,89041 24 22,68493 24,52055 22,9863 14,57534 

12,71233 31,64384 23,78082 39,89041 20,84932 21,34247 38,30137 19,67123 19,36986 39,0411 24,84932 37,67123 14,73973 

12,65753 28,84932 14,30137 37,34247 13,0411 12,19178 38,30137 12,16438 11,89041 35,50685 13,47945 28,32877 14,24658 

10,73973 14,57534 14,63014 15,12329 15,58904 15,61644 15,45205 15,56164 14,9863 15,58904 14,73973 12,71233 10,68493 

5,863014                         

 
 

 

Appendix 13. Current situation, ground floor, Daylight Autonomy – less than 100 lx – Av = 44.22 %.  (the better the numbers the better the daylight performance). 

11,86301 11,15068 11,09589 10,63014 10,93151 10,90411 11,15068 10,84932 11,0411 11,06849 10,93151 11,86301 25,72603 

15,0137 28,9589 28,52055 32,54795 30,90411 30,9589 35,17808 29,31507 31,50685 34 32,93151 39,15068 66,79452 

15,17808 46,63014 52,41096 78,9863 75,23288 63,50685 73,45205 64,32877 68,41096 64,27397 75,34247 92,19178 97,45205 

15,34247 42,54795 96,71233 85,45205 77,23288 95,56164 100 93,9726 96,73973 76,49315 89,9726 88,90411 97,12329 

15,26027 43,23288 49,20548 59,72603 48,52055 68,27397 66,57534 63,56164 52,24658 63,64384 64,73973 53,9726 58,05479 

11,64384 16,63014 17,69863 17,61644 18,10959 19,47945 18,65753 17,80822 18,68493 18,52055 18,65753 15,31507 15,0137 

5,863014                         
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Appendix 14. Current situation, first floor, Daylight Autonomy – more than 300 lx – Av = 61.25 %. ( the higher the numbers the better the daylight performance).  

81,58904 88,21918 88,82192 88,79452 88,84932 88,76712 88,76712 88,82192 88,79452 88,76712 88,68493 88,21918 79,15068 

77,0411 80,57534 81,45205 81,94521 82,82192 82,27397 82,82192 83,47945 82,24658 82,0274 82,73973 80,87671 74,65753 

73,45205 47,0137 47,0137 37,9726 39,89041 48,13699 34,27397 35,9726 36,71233 40,84932 36,65753 43,75342 67,9726 

73,39726 18,24658 33,80822 0,60274 48,0274 42,19178 1,013699 48,52055 49,72603 1,424658 22,41096 3,205479 67,89041 

73,36986 38 67,12329 6,219178 70,19178 73,23288 4,575342 73,09589 74,10959 6,493151 68,76712 34,87671 70,32877 

80,10959 70,60274 70,71233 69,23288 68,10959 67,91781 68,46575 67,80822 69,53425 67,91781 70,19178 75,31507 80,16438 

93,78082                         

 
 

Appendix 15. Current situation, ground floor, Daylight Autonomy – more than 300 lx – Av = 27.44 %.  ( the higher the numbers the better the daylight performance).  

75,09589 77,06849 76,76712 78,63014 76,9589 77,26027 76,63014 77,45205 76,9589 77,0137 77,0411 73,67123 33,0137 

65,39726 19,15068 17,17808 0,30137 2 1,09589 0 9,917808 1,150685 0,027397 0,30137 0 0 

65,36986 1,178082 1,232877 0 0,109589 0 0,054795 0 0,054795 0,136986 0,465753 0,465753 0 

65,69863 5,369863 0,054795 0,054795 0,082192 0,027397 0 0,027397 0 0,273973 0,410959 0,657534 0,273973 

66,46575 4,547945 2,849315 1,123288 3,260274 1,616438 2,273973 2,191781 1,534247 1,369863 1,835616 4,438356 2,082192 

76,65753 65,26027 63,12329 63,31507 61,9726 59,31507 60,60274 62,32877 60,57534 61,0411 60,41096 68,82192 69,86301 

93,78082                         
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Appendix 16. Current situation, first floor, Daylight Autonomy – more than 500 lx – Av = 44.51 % . ( the higher the numbers the better the daylight performance). 

74,21918 84,49315 85,23288 85,17808 85,34247 85,20548 85,20548 85,17808 85,20548 85,15068 84,87671 84,13699 69,78082 

66,82192 72 73,42466 73,86301 74,41096 74,0274 74,32877 74,93151 74,10959 74,05479 74,71233 72,71233 61,75342 

59,15068 7,753425 0,931507 0,767123 0,164384 2,273973 1,69863 0 0,684932 0,821918 1,315068 0,438356 49,89041 

60,05479 1,616438 1,561644 0,109589 8,794521 3,835616 0 7,068493 6,849315 0 0,383562 0 50,73973 

60,46575 3,534247 42,10959 1,616438 46,73973 55,89041 0,794521 53,45205 58,13699 2,60274 45,61644 3,616438 56,52055 

72,35616 58,05479 57,83562 55,06849 51,9726 52,13699 52,54795 52,30137 55,75342 51,75342 56,52055 64,73973 73,06849 

93,36986                         

 

 

 

Appendix 17. Current situation, ground floor, Daylight Autonomy – more than 500 lx – Av = 19.9 % . ( the higher the numbers the better the daylight performance). 

61,9726 63,69863 62,9589 67,17808 64,19178 64,32877 62,79452 65,0137 63,36986 64,16438 64,27397 56 2,657534 

45,0411 0,328767 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

43,06849 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

43,67123 0,356164 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,082192 0,109589 

46,24658 0,356164 0,356164 0,082192 0,493151 0,246575 0,383562 0,191781 0,356164 0,082192 0,164384 1,041096 0,630137 

66,79452 50,19178 44,38356 44,68493 44,68493 38,24658 40,9863 44,60274 41,34247 42,32877 43,23288 52,54795 53,69863 

93,36986                         
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Appendix 18. first design scenario with big atrium, first floor, Daylight Autonomy – less than 100 lx – Av = 9.95 %.  ( the lower the numbers the better the daylight performance). 

8,191781 6,630137 6,328767 6,30137 6,219178 5,863014 5,863014 5,863014 5,945205 6,246575 6,328767 6,60274 8,191781 

8,547945 6,794521 6,630137 6,356164 6,219178 5,863014 5,863014 5,863014 6,219178 6,328767 6,630137 6,712329 8,520548 

10,05479 12,30137 11,64384 10,54795 7,863014 5,863014 5,863014 5,863014 7,09589 10,27397 11,53425 11,94521 10,35616 

11,56164 18,16438 19,58904 17,61644 12,54795 8,794521 8,273973 8,60274 11,9726 16,10959 19,9726 15,9726 11,0137 

12,38356 20,0274 23,67123 19,89041 17,9726 14,87671 13,78082 15,0137 15,56164 16,93151 19,42466 15,72603 11,0411 

10,65753 12,57534 12,87671 12,32877 11,53425 10,82192 10,52055 10,60274 10,71233 10,65753 10,65753 10,30137 8,821918 

5,863014                         

 

 

Appendix 19. first design scenario with big atrium, ground floor, Daylight Autonomy – less than 100 lx – Av =20.19 %. ( the lower the numbers the better the daylight performance). 

11,39726 9,452055 9,342466 8,931507 7,369863 5,863014 5,863014 5,863014 6,794521 8,794521 9,342466 9,753425 22,68493 

12,0274 20,27397 20,60274 16,27397 9,178082 5,863014 5,863014 5,863014 8,109589 16,27397 21,20548 29,15068 43,50685 

12,93151 29,28767 35,26027 30,43836 10,9589 5,863014 5,863014 5,863014 9,534247 28,52055 38,32877 53,06849 52,43836 

15,53425 33,0411 52,41096 38,93151 22,30137 10,43836 9,69863 10,38356 22 43,72603 46,73973 57,42466 67,75342 

15,78082 28,63014 37,89041 32,27397 29,50685 22,60274 20,46575 20,27397 26,21918 30,90411 33,83562 32,60274 43,17808 

11,67123 14,73973 15,50685 15,0137 13,58904 12,32877 12,0274 11,72603 12,35616 12,54795 12,46575 12,52055 12,79452 

5,863014                         
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Appendix 20.  first design scenario with big atrium, first floor, Daylight Autonomy – more than 300 lx – Av = 69.11 %. ( the higher the numbers the better the daylight performance). 

86,84932 90,10959 91,17808 91,36986 92,16438 93,78082 94,05479 93,78082 92,57534 91,47945 91,17808 90,30137 86,90411 

85,67123 89,50685 90,13699 90,71233 91,72603 93,78082 94,05479 93,78082 92,10959 90,87671 89,94521 89,67123 85,86301 

81,53425 74,79452 76,0274 78,9863 87,61644 93,72603 93,78082 93,78082 88,60274 80,90411 75,91781 75,78082 80,57534 

76,05479 60,57534 57,75342 60,16438 72,87671 84,57534 86,46575 85,28767 74,38356 63,0137 56,16438 64,49315 78,05479 

74,57534 58,16438 47,64384 57,56164 60,41096 67,64384 71,06849 66,54795 65,64384 63,72603 59,50685 66,0274 78,49315 

80,21918 75,26027 74,41096 76 77,64384 79,86301 80,68493 80,68493 80,24658 80,35616 80,43836 82,08219 85,0137 

93,78082                         

 

 

Appendix 21. first design scenario with big atrium, ground floor, Daylight Autonomy – more than 300 lx – Av = 44.90 %. ( the higher the numbers the better the daylight performance). 

76,60274 82,90411 83,26027 84,21918 88,27397 93,78082 93,78082 93,78082 89,23288 84,41096 83,15068 82,30137 42,9863 

74,68493 54,63014 53,58904 60,10959 84,24658 93,67123 93,78082 93,72603 86,9863 60,21918 50,10959 23,15068 0 

72,43836 29,06849 6 20,0274 76,87671 93,34247 93,67123 93,45205 83,15068 26,32877 5,205479 1,123288 0,410959 

65,75342 15,47945 0,109589 8,794521 42,05479 78,93151 82,27397 79,91781 41,31507 2,219178 3,068493 1,315068 0,684932 

65,94521 40,65753 11,50685 20,05479 29,12329 50,0274 54,38356 55,09589 39,61644 30,41096 21,94521 22,76712 7,287671 

77,0137 70,08219 68,19178 69,61644 73,12329 76 76,65753 77,17808 76,05479 75,61644 75,78082 75,64384 74,82192 

93,78082                         
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Appendix 22. first design scenario with big atrium, first floor, Daylight Autonomy – more than 500 lx – Av = 60.29 %. ( the higher the numbers the better the daylight performance). 

81,47945 87,83562 88,79452 89,12329 90,32877 93,36986 93,67123 93,36986 90,71233 89,36986 88,76712 88,08219 81,61644 

79,45205 86,9589 87,91781 88,60274 89,64384 93,34247 93,64384 93,36986 89,9726 88,68493 87,89041 87,28767 80,05479 

74,19178 62,68493 64,79452 68,84932 82,82192 93,15068 93,34247 93,23288 84,43836 72,19178 64,79452 64,27397 71,86301 

65,78082 39,64384 24,21918 33,83562 59,31507 76,24658 79,31507 77,80822 61,31507 43,45205 27,09589 47,50685 68,32877 

63,36986 40,90411 15,45205 34,60274 43,53425 53,15068 57,78082 50,76712 50,35616 47,91781 38,43836 51,78082 69,23288 

72,65753 64,65753 63,31507 65,47945 69,0137 72,10959 73,67123 73,61644 73,15068 73,20548 73,31507 74,84932 78,9589 

93,36986                         

    

 

Appendix 23. first design scenario with big atrium, ground floor, Daylight Autonomy – more than 500 lx – Av = 31.9 %. ( the higher the numbers the better the daylight performance). 

65,47945 74,57534 74,63014 75,91781 84,30137 93,17808 93,36986 93,28767 86,13699 76,35616 74,24658 73,47945 7,753425 

62,13699 28,30137 24,57534 36,87671 75,72603 92,90411 93,28767 93,17808 80,84932 36,90411 15,47945 0,027397 0 

57,80822 4,109589 0,191781 2,219178 63,39726 92,10959 92,87671 92,52055 73,69863 3,589041 0,136986 0 0 

43,91781 0,219178 0 2,027397 7,69863 68,49315 72,9863 69,45205 3,39726 0,60274 0,60274 0,027397 0,054795 

46,05479 11,31507 2,821918 3,232877 3,890411 11,56164 17,34247 22,43836 7,232877 5,506849 5,342466 4 1,69863 

67,50685 57,15068 52,60274 54,21918 60,52055 65,64384 67,34247 68,0274 66,21918 65,28767 65,28767 65,20548 64,08219 

93,36986                         
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Appendix 24. second design scenario with small distributed atriums, first floor, Daylight Autonomy – less than 100 lx – Av = 8.45 %. ( the lower the numbers the better the daylight performance). 

8,821918 6,712329 6,630137 6,630137 6,630137 6,60274 6,575342 6,60274 6,60274 6,630137 6,630137 6,712329 9,561644 

9,232877 7,342466 7,150685 7,013699 7,013699 7,013699 7,013699 7,013699 7,013699 7,09589 7,09589 7,534247 10,08219 

9,945205 8,246575 10,27397 10,65753 8,493151 10,43836 10,38356 8,465753 10,46575 10,38356 8,465753 11,06849 11,12329 

8,438356 5,863014 8,794521 9,69863 5,863014 8,438356 8,712329 5,863014 8,547945 9,315068 5,863014 9,232877 11,69863 

11,12329 10,21918 12,90411 9,972603 5,863014 8,465753 8,794521 5,863014 8,821918 12,63014 10,30137 13,50685 11,80822 

10,46575 11,9726 12,10959 10,9863 8,684932 10,90411 10,9863 8,657534 11,20548 12,30137 11,94521 10,9589 9,671233 

5,863014                         

 

 

Appendix 25. second design scenario with small distributed atriums, ground floor, Daylight Autonomy – less than 100 lx – Av = 19.45 %.  ( the lower the numbers the better the daylight performance). 

12,43836 9,863014 9,561644 9,178082 9,452055 9,479452 9,342466 9,342466 9,69863 9,616438 9,753425 10,30137 36,08219 

12,9863 21,12329 21,50685 22,63014 21,69863 22,35616 20,68493 22,35616 21,75342 23,0137 23,50685 25,64384 47,36986 

13,17808 16,63014 41,09589 31,61644 13,20548 28,73973 31,80822 13,72603 26,68493 37,15068 20,10959 46,0274 68,90411 

11,56164 6,328767 19,39726 22,63014 6,136986 14,9863 18,05479 6,219178 15,78082 22,71233 6,328767 23,64384 67,15068 

14,79452 20,57534 29,75342 18,52055 6,136986 14,38356 18,65753 6,164384 15,28767 32,9863 24,46575 38,32877 41,45205 

11,67123 15,50685 15,23288 14,79452 11,12329 14,38356 15,06849 11,50685 14,63014 15,72603 15,0137 14,38356 14,63014 

5,863014                         
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Appendix 26. second design scenario with small distributed atriums, first floor, Daylight Autonomy – more than 300 lx – Av = 77.37 %. ( the lower the average the better the daylight performance). 

85,0411 89,64384 90,10959 90,21918 90,19178 90,21918 90,27397 90,21918 90,21918 90,13699 89,86301 89,56164 83,86301 

84,68493 88,41096 88,68493 88,87671 88,76712 88,76712 88,82192 88,90411 88,82192 88,73973 88,73973 87,9726 82,82192 

82,93151 86,87671 80,93151 79,56164 86,05479 80,54795 80,82192 86,10959 80,16438 80,90411 86,24658 78,41096 77,61644 

86,24658 93,36986 84,60274 83,34247 93,67123 86,16438 85,31507 93,67123 85,56164 84,08219 93,36986 84,35616 76,82192 

78,21918 81,20548 71,89041 82,90411 93,64384 85,58904 84,9589 93,64384 84,35616 73,53425 81,20548 70,71233 76,68493 

80,63014 76,71233 76,46575 79,42466 85,39726 79,64384 79,45205 85,39726 78,52055 76,0274 76,68493 79,50685 83,69863 

93,78082                         

 

 

Appendix 27. second design scenario with small distributed atriums, ground floor, Daylight Autonomy – more than 300 lx – Av = 49.78 %. ( the lower the average the better the daylight performance). 

73,64384 81,9726 82,73973 83,72603 82,73973 82,76712 82,9863 83,09589 82,63014 82,73973 82,52055 79,9726 4,30137 

72,0274 52,54795 50,27397 44,93151 47,34247 47,89041 51,06849 45,28767 46,65753 42,93151 39,89041 34,0274 2 

71,53425 60,93151 7,780822 22,54795 71,12329 32,38356 22,90411 69,58904 37,42466 12,19178 50,27397 6,109589 0 

75,94521 90,9863 52,16438 45,42466 92,10959 63,80822 55,12329 92,10959 63,78082 44,73973 90,87671 43,91781 0,739726 

68,32877 55,34247 29,0137 57,91781 92,10959 68,19178 57,31507 92,10959 65,34247 18,9589 36,79452 15,58904 7,424658 

76,87671 68 69,06849 69,89041 78,60274 71,09589 68,93151 77,12329 70,32877 67,58904 69,69863 71,86301 70,76712 

93,78082                         
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Appendix 28. second design scenario with small distributed atriums, first floor, Daylight Autonomy – more than 500 lx – Av = 71.21 %. ( the lower the numbers the better the daylight performance). 

79,0137 87,34247 87,9726 88,08219 88,0274 87,9726 88 88,0274 88,0274 88,05479 87,91781 87,15068 77,12329 

76,63014 84,10959 84,87671 85,09589 85,23288 85,15068 85,17808 85,15068 85,17808 84,9589 85,0137 83,64384 76,13699 

75,75342 80,71233 71,28767 69,80822 80,93151 71,86301 70,05479 80,24658 70,90411 70,65753 80,30137 69,67123 67,64384 

80,87671 92,41096 76,76712 75,9726 92,84932 80,10959 77,61644 92,84932 79,12329 76,05479 92,24658 75,23288 68,63014 

69,58904 74,76712 60,79452 74,57534 92,79452 79,15068 76,68493 92,76712 78,76712 59,09589 73,0137 59,20548 65,39726 

72 67,36986 65,64384 70,19178 79,42466 71,31507 70,43836 78,24658 69,72603 65,67123 65,34247 71,91781 76,79452 

93,36986                         

 

 

 

Appendix 29. second design scenario with small distributed atriums, ground floor, Daylight Autonomy – more than 500 lx – Av = 33.72 %. ( the lower the numbers the better the daylight performance). 

59,58904 73,53425 74,10959 75,06849 73,83562 73,9726 74,10959 74,21918 73,72603 73,80822 73,56164 69,89041 0 

57,94521 24,30137 16,21918 8,821918 13,42466 13,26027 21,26027 11,69863 12,05479 5,890411 4,465753 3,835616 0 

57,31507 38,19178 1,589041 8,027397 54,08219 11,12329 7,616438 53,64384 13,31507 2,575342 28,46575 0,767123 0 

63,72603 87,91781 31,12329 27,09589 90,05479 46,08219 32,90411 90 45,09589 23,31507 87,61644 21,72603 0,082192 

54,46575 23,53425 4,876712 32,71233 89,94521 51,80822 31,15068 89,91781 45,28767 4,465753 8,657534 4,027397 2,30137 

67,23288 53,72603 54,65753 56,49315 69,26027 57,61644 54,05479 67,20548 56,65753 51,69863 54,71233 58,93151 56,65753 

93,36986                         
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Appendix 30. third design scenario with small distributed atriums (reflecting wall on the 1st floor), first floor, Daylight Autonomy – less than 100 lx – Av = 8.44 %. ( the lower the numbers the better the daylight 

performance). 

8,60274 6,657534 6,630137 6,60274 6,60274 6,630137 6,60274 6,60274 6,60274 6,60274 6,630137 6,712329 9,287671 

9,369863 7,452055 7,178082 7,123288 7,013699 7,013699 7,013699 7,09589 7,013699 7,068493 7,013699 7,534247 9,589041 

9,945205 8,410959 10,52055 10,68493 8,246575 10,43836 10,57534 8,465753 10,54795 10,52055 8,410959 10,93151 11,06849 

8,219178 5,863014 8,821918 9,369863 5,863014 8,438356 8,794521 5,863014 8,575342 9,315068 5,863014 9,643836 11,0411 

11,0411 9,69863 12,84932 9,835616 5,863014 8,465753 9,150685 5,863014 8,657534 13,17808 10,19178 13,39726 11,80822 

10,82192 11,61644 12,10959 10,9863 8,630137 10,79452 10,9863 8,767123 11,17808 12,27397 12,30137 10,82192 9,808219 

5,863014                         

 

 

Appendix 31. third design scenario with small distributed atriums (reflecting wall on the 1st floor), ground floor, Daylight Autonomy – less than 100 lx – Av = 19.40 %. ( the lower the numbers the better the daylight 

performance). 

12,30137 9,753425 9,452055 9,315068 9,369863 9,342466 9,342466 9,424658 9,561644 9,726027 9,753425 10,21918 35,61644 

13,17808 21,78082 21,15068 21,50685 21,45205 22,21918 22,49315 21,64384 23,20548 22,30137 24,13699 29,31507 47,26027 

13,45205 16,84932 31,86301 32,68493 13,45205 28,16438 31,26027 12,9589 29,12329 41,67123 22,30137 40,38356 73,45205 

11,47945 6,328767 17,53425 23,0137 6,219178 15,39726 19,0137 6 17,0137 23,69863 6,328767 24,9863 57,67123 

14,68493 19,06849 31,56164 20,35616 6,082192 15,12329 16,30137 6,136986 16,13699 33,9726 21,67123 36,13699 43,36986 

11,45205 14,9863 15,75342 14,84932 11,23288 14,46575 14,73973 11,26027 15,23288 15,72603 15,42466 14,08219 14,13699 

5,863014                         
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Appendix 32.  third design scenario with small distributed atriums (reflecting wall on the 1st floor), first floor, Daylight Autonomy – more than 300 lx – Av = 77.40 %.  ( the higher the numbers the better the daylight 

performance). 

85,50685 89,75342 90,13699 90,27397 90,21918 90,13699 90,21918 90,21918 90,21918 90,27397 90,13699 89,58904 84,27397 

84,05479 88,05479 88,68493 88,73973 88,84932 88,76712 88,76712 88,76712 88,82192 88,76712 88,76712 87,9726 83,50685 

83,09589 86,52055 79,9726 79,39726 86,84932 80,46575 79,67123 86,41096 79,78082 79,9726 86,49315 79,39726 77,72603 

86,87671 93,36986 84,43836 84,08219 93,67123 86,41096 84,9863 93,67123 85,53425 84,30137 93,36986 83,23288 78,35616 

78,46575 83,0137 72,65753 82,93151 93,64384 85,75342 84,54795 93,64384 85,28767 71,23288 81,50685 71,0411 76,52055 

79,94521 77,12329 76,38356 79,34247 85,56164 79,86301 79,36986 85,28767 78,65753 76,30137 76,19178 79,86301 83,67123 

93,78082                         

 

 

 

Appendix 33. third design scenario with small distributed atriums (reflecting wall on the 1st floor, ground floor), Daylight Autonomy – more than 300 lx - Av = 49.51 %. ( the higher the numbers the better the daylight 

performance). 

74,41096 82,41096 82,87671 83,53425 83,0137 83,26027 82,9863 82,9863 82,73973 82,54795 82,21918 80,10959 9,452055 

71,39726 50,76712 50,87671 49,15068 49,89041 47,09589 45,89041 49,06849 42,79452 45,83562 38,0274 22,60274 0 

70,16438 59,80822 20,16438 24,35616 70,05479 31,09589 26,63014 71,50685 27,89041 1,452055 42,16438 8,520548 0 

76,46575 91,09589 57,56164 45,28767 92,10959 64,16438 54,54795 92,27397 57,23288 43,17808 90,93151 36,73973 0,931507 

68,49315 58,52055 26,71233 51,0411 92,13699 65,23288 62,16438 92,10959 62,57534 19,69863 45,86301 14,71233 11,17808 

77,53425 69,72603 67,39726 69,86301 78,24658 71,12329 69,9726 77,75342 68,13699 67,34247 68,30137 72,60274 72,16438 

93,78082                         
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Appendix 34. third design scenario with small distributed atriums (reflecting wall on the 1st floor), first floor, Daylight Autonomy – more than 500 lx – Av = 71.21 %. ( the higher the numbers the better the daylight 

performance). 

79,0137 87,34247 87,9726 88,08219 88,0274 87,9726 88 88,0274 88,0274 88,05479 87,91781 87,15068 77,12329 

76,63014 84,10959 84,87671 85,09589 85,23288 85,15068 85,17808 85,15068 85,17808 84,9589 85,0137 83,64384 76,13699 

75,75342 80,71233 71,28767 69,80822 80,93151 71,86301 70,05479 80,24658 70,90411 70,65753 80,30137 69,67123 67,64384 

80,87671 92,41096 76,76712 75,9726 92,84932 80,10959 77,61644 92,84932 79,12329 76,05479 92,24658 75,23288 68,63014 

69,58904 74,76712 60,79452 74,57534 92,79452 79,15068 76,68493 92,76712 78,76712 59,09589 73,0137 59,20548 65,39726 

72 67,36986 65,64384 70,19178 79,42466 71,31507 70,43836 78,24658 69,72603 65,67123 65,34247 71,91781 76,79452 

93,36986                         

 

 

 

Appendix 35. third design scenario with small distributed atriums (reflecting wall on the 1st floor), ground floor, Daylight Autonomy – more than 300 lx –  Av = 33.72%. ( the higher the numbers the better the daylight 

performance). 

61,34247 73,91781 74,30137 74,90411 74,27397 74,41096 74,10959 74,19178 73,83562 73,67123 73,47945 70,0274 0 

56,79452 17,20548 16,16438 16,38356 18,43836 14,73973 10,68493 18,19178 6,630137 12,54795 5,09589 0,027397 0 

55,47945 36,41096 3,890411 7,643836 51,89041 10,79452 8,383562 54,13699 10,73973 0,30137 22,43836 2,082192 0 

64,9863 88,0274 32,60274 27,17808 90,0274 45,61644 37,15068 90,27397 38,76712 18,0274 87,83562 12,9863 0,109589 

55,17808 32,84932 4,630137 24,43836 89,94521 43,86301 39,42466 89,83562 37,36986 3,808219 18,57534 3,260274 2,657534 

68,46575 56,43836 51,17808 55,15068 68,82192 57,58904 56,30137 68,24658 51,72603 51,83562 52,35616 59,67123 59,75342 

93,36986                         
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